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The Struggle forInformation:
General Counsel for 9/11
Commission Speaks at GW
BY ERIC C. JESCHKE

Staff Writer
On October 26th The George
Washington University Law School
hosted the first in a series of colloquia
coordinated by
the Institute for
Constitutional
Studies.
The event
featured Daniel
Marcus, former
General Coun
sel of the Na
tional Commis
sion on Terrorist
Attacks Upon
the
United
States (com
monly known as
the 9/11 Com
mission).
M
r
Marcus's other
government po-

ers, and state secrets. Professor Todd
Peterson, an expert on executive privilege
and separation of powers issues, also pro
vided comments.
Congress created the Commission
to investigate preparedness for and re-

sit ions have in
cluded Senior

President George W. Bush, who
signed the legislation in November of
2002, originally opposed creation of the
Commission. He eventually bowed to
pressure from the victims' families.
The Commission comprises five
BY REBECCA PARKE R
Republicans
Staff Writer
and five Demo
crats aided by a
Unlike the recent presidential elec
three-member
tion,
where
voter challenges did not end
executive staff
up
playing
a
large role, some GW Law
that included
faculty
will
be
faced with challenges to
an executive di
their
voter
eligibility
in the coming days.
rector, a deputy
Fifty
rogue
ballots
stand
in the way of a
executive direc
decision
about
whether
part-time law
tor, and Mr.
school
and
university
faculty
will union
Marcus.
ize.
The fi
According to an October 26th
nal report was
Washington
Post article, 328 faculty
released on July
members
supported
the decision and 316
22,2004 amid a
wave of public voted no. The remaining 50 ballots are
interest. While under review on grounds of voter eligi
gathering infor bility. To vote on the issue, professors
mation for that must have taught classes in two of the
report,
the last four semesters.
Commission
was constantly

aware of the
Counsel in the
political ramifi
White House
cations
of their
Counsel's office,
Denise Noel/Staff Photographer
the
Facultv
about
his
work
on
the
9111
C
ommission
in
actions
and
recDaniel
Marcus
spoke
and several se
ognized
the
October
26th.
Conference
Center
on
nior positions at
need
for
com
the Department
of Justice, including Associate Attorney sponsiveness to the 9/11 attacks, as well promise with various government orga
General. The talk focused on issues such as to provide recommendations to pre nizations.
as executive privilege, separation of pow vent future attacks.
See 9/11 COMMISSION page 7

CDO Sounds Off About Status of
Employment for GW Grads
BY REBECCA PARKER

Staff Writer
As much as each class at the law
school loves to boast about how they were
the smartest to reach GW in its illustri
ous history, there is a distinct reason that
being the best of this group is meaning
ful: the GW Law alumni. It is the suc
cess of those 20,000 graduates currently
employed in the legal market that lends
credence to the GW JD.
GW's alumni base consists of an
extremely diverse group of individuals
working in every sector of the legal mar
ket, in every area of the country, and in
many distinctly un-legal professions.
"Overall, I would say that our
alumni are successful," said Carole Mont
gomery, Director of the Career Develop

ment Office. "They have found their pas
sions. I t hink at least 85% are satisfied
with their career choices - even when
they're looking for a new job."
There is no doubt that GW Law has
a long history of successful graduates.
However, in a time where law school en
rollment dwarfs the number of practic
ing lawyers and schools are increasingly
more competitive, it is no longer obvious
that all law school graduates will find
work.
For those nearing graduation, anxi
ety runs high about the recent downturns
in the legal market. As Montgomery viv
idly recounted to the lLs at the career
conference last Saturday, she remembers
the times when students could "practi
cally throw up on an interviewer and still
get the job." Now, things are a little more

"formal."
But uncommitted upperclassmen
should not despair. The Career Develop
ment Office meticulously keeps records
on the job status of recent graduates and
according to those statistics, 90% of the
class of 2003 is officially employed. Simi
larly, over 90% of 2002 grads are report
edly working. What's changing is not the
number of people who are getting the
jobs, but what jobs they are getting.
Montgomery suggests that fifty
years ago, going to law school meant
working in a law firm, or maybe for the
Department of Justice. Today, that path
that is no longer so clearly paved. Of the
recent GW Law graduates, roughly 25%
are working in government or businessrelated jobs.

See ALUM IJOBS page 7
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Adjunct
Faculty
Decides
Whether to
Unionize

The Service Employees interna
tional Union ("SEIU") has been encour

aging part time faculty to join for several
months. According to the SEIU's
website, the group focuses primarily on
issues of job security, healthcare and com
pensation. For the part time faculty mem
bers at the law school, however, those is
sues are generally addressed by the ad
juncts' full time jobs.
Most of the law school's adjunct
faculty members are selected because they
are successful in their fields, said Dean
Jeff Gutman, who is charged with hiring
and working with adjuncts. Gutman em
phasizes that finances are rarely a con
cern.
The votes remain very close, and
given the relative success of law school
adjuncts, the dilemma seems surprising.
Gutman explained, however, that union
ization is not a decision for law school
faculty alone. The entire part-time faculty
of the university at large has been invited
to vote.
Gutman further explained that the
opportunity to enter into a negotiating
force that may bring higher salaries,
healthcare plans and job security to uni
versity teaching assistants and other
young professors may be very appealing.
"Many of the part time teachers at
the university are teaching assistants Ph.D. and graduate students that are try
ing to make a little extra money,"
Gutman said. "They fit the profile for
people who may support unions; their
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Spanish Ambassador Urges Greater Cooperation
With U.S.
BY MARK NAGLE

Staff Writer

Additionally, he served on the Au
tonomous Community of Madrid Parlia
mentary Assembly and as speaker for the
Socialist Group on Economy and Tech
nological Advancement in 2003-2004.
On July 30, 2004, Westendorp y
Cabeza was appointed Spanish ambassa
dor to the United States.

same threats and share the same values,"
said Westendorp y Cabeza.
The Ambassador also suggested
that the Spanish and the Americans are
united in sorrow over the victims lost in
9/11 and the Madrid train attacks, and
emphasized the need for cooperation be
tween the two countries against rogue

On October 27, The George Wash
ington University Law School hosted
another speaker as part of the Enrichment
Program. The Law School welcomed
Carlos Westendorp y Cabeza, the Span
ish Ambassador to the U.S., for a lecture
entitled "Spain's Socialist Government &
the U.S.."
The event was held in the Tasher
Great Room. Dean Alberto Benitez,
chair of the Enrichment Program Com
mittee, planned and hosted the event.
Many students, members of the outside
press, several professors and diplomats
attended the event.
Ambassador Westendorp y Cabeza
has been a member of the newly elected
Spanish Socialist Workers Party (Partido
Socialista Obrero Espanol - PSOE) since
1977. He has also been at the forefront
of many influential international organi
zations throughout his career.
He served as the state secretary for
the European Union from 1991-1995,
during which time he coordinated the
Transatlantic Agenda with the United
States.
Westendorp y Cabeza was also the
Denise NoelI/Staff Photographer
architect in his country's entry into the
Ambassabor Wastendorp y C abeza spoke at the law school about
European Union in 1986. In 1995, he
terrorism and the European Union.
chaired the Reflection Group for the Re
The Ambassador's lecture focused terrorist nations.
vision of the Treaties.
"Noting that although Spanish
His other positions include being a on bow the relationship between Spain
member of the European Parliament;

and the U.S. will be affected by the new

troops were pulled out of Iraq as a result

chair of the Industry, Foreign Commerce,
and Research and Energy Committee
(1999-2003).

Socialist Government. He emphasized
that the relationship had not changed sig
nificantly. The U.S. and Spain "fear the

of large public disapproval of the armed
conflict and the Madrid bombings,
Westendorp y Cabeza indicated that the

new Spanish government is actively and
successfully combating terrorism and is
supportive of U.S. efforts in Iraq. He
noted that as a United Nations Security
Council member, Spain endorses the in
terim government in Iraq. He then em
phasized previous. Spanish contributions
in the Gulf War and the current presence
of Spanish troops in Kosovo and Af
ghanistan.
Westendorp y Cabeza expressed his
belief that the U.S. and Spain together can
fight the root causes of terrorism: hun
ger, despair and prejudice, and suggested
the need for cooperation from the Euro
pean Union.
The Ambassador then focused on
the terrorist attacks in Madrid that oc
curred on March 11,2004, only three days
before national elections. Ten bombs
were detonated on commuter trains dur
ing rush hour, killing 191 people and se
riously injuring 1800. Evidence surfaced
that jihadist terrorists with possible ties
to the al Qaeda network were responsible
for the attack.
However, the previous administra
tion mistakenly either believed, or mis
lead the public into believing, that the
Euskadi Ta Askatasun ("Basque Father
land & Liberty"), known as the ETA, was
responsible for the killings.
The ETA was founded by a group
of separatist militants in 1962. The orga
nization fights for the independence of
the Bask Region in Spain.
Westendorp y Cabeza believes the

misassignment of blame was one of the
major mistakes made by the previous

See SPAIN page 8

Goodman & Wilder Win Cohen & Cohen
Mock Trial Competition
BY JANE YANOVSKY

News Editor

port of their motions in limine. Each
team was assigned an issue for the plain
tiff and defendant, and team members di
vided up the motions between themselves.
Prior to the start of the final round
of competition Wayne Cohen, the name
partner of Cohen & Cohen, addressed the

among law students.
Cohen diffused the tension of com
petition by recounting the story of his
own trial competition experience. The
presiding judge noticed that his partner
did not have any socks on - an observa
tion that so discomforted Cohen that he

The 2004 Cohen & Cohen Mock
Trial Competition wrapped up on
Wednesday, October 27 with the team of
Dawn Goodman, 3L Day, and Will
Wilder, 2L Day, earning a narrow vic
tory over the team of Jeff
Chang, 3L Day, and
Amee Kantesaria, 3L
Day.
Nineteen teams
participated in the com
petition. The initial
round took place at the
D.C. Superior Court
house on October 16.
Each team had to act as
both plaintiff and de
fense counsel in two con
secutive rounds of argu
ment in order to move on
to the next round.
Will Wilder argued to w in before a four-judge panel at the Mock Trial finals in the Moot Courtroom.
"Based on their
performance, eight teams
advanced to the quarterfinals on Sunday audience and the judges in attendance. could not recover from it for the rest of
morning at the law school," said Rupali Cohen & Cohen is in its second year of competition.
Patel, Vice President of Internal Compe sponsoring the GW fall mock trial com
Following opening remarks and a
titions who spearheaded the fall compe petition.
brief search for a timekeeper, the compe
tition. "Four teams moved into the semi
The $25,000 scholarship will cover tition got under way. The Honorable
finals round on Sunday afternoon and the competitions for another three years. Reggie B. Walton, U.S. District Judge for
two teams advanced to the finals."
Cohen, an adjunct professor at the Law the District of Columbia; John Facciola,
In order to earn the one-hour credit School, created the scholarship sponsor Magistrate Judge of the U.S. District
allotted for the fall competition, all com ship program in order to foster the growth Court for the District of Columbia; James
petitors had to write memoranda in sup and development of trial advocacy skills Boasberg, Associate Judge for the Supe

rior Court of the District of Columbia;
and Hiram Puig-Lugo, Associate Judge
for the Superior Court of the District of
Columbia presided over the trial. Judge
Facciola served as presiding judge.
Goodman and Wilder represented
the fictitious plaintiff Lucas Reiter in a
defamation
suit
against defendant Ri
chard McKyton, repre
sented by Chang and
Kantesaria. McKyton
accused Reiter, his col
league in the law firm
of Corrie & Kelly, of
having an affair with
McKyton's wife while
on a business trip in
Florida.
Reiter claimed
that the accusation
damaged his good
Photo "by Elizabeth Austem
name and reputation.
McKyton asserted
truth as an affirmative
defense.
Wilder's opening argument for the
plaintiff focused on the defendant's dis
torted vision of the facts surrounding the
incident in Florida, where the defendant
found the plaintiff at the Heavenly Hide
away Hotel holding McKyton's wife's bi
kini while wearing nothing but a towel.

See MOCK TRIAL page 8
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Early Enrollment Discount
Until November 19th!

BEFORE NOV. 19TH

V
I ISC0UNT!J
-

ABA/LSD Members - $625

AFTER NOV.

djyn

D

Non ABA/LSD Members - $725

19TH

$695 - ABA/LSD Members
$795 - Non ABA/LSD Members

^Includes PMBR Multistate Workbooks, Multistate Flashcards &

3 Free Multistate Audio Tapes/CDs for enrollment prior to November 19th!

COMBINED 3-DAY AND 6-DAY MULTISTATE WORKSHOPS*
AFTER NOV. 19TH

BEFORE NOV. 19TH

ABA/LSD Members - $790 ^piSCOUNT!^ $890 - ABA/LSD Members
Non ABA/LSD Members - $890
$990 - Non ABA/LSD Members
^Includes PMBR Multistate Workbooks, Multistate Flashcards &
all 6 Multistate Audio Tapes/CDs for enrollment prior to November 19th!

PMBR SEMINAR ENROLLMENT APPLICATION
Make checks payable to: PMBR
(800) 523-0777 • www.pmbr.com

211 Bainbridge Street, Philadelphia, PA 19147 (215) 925-4109
1247 6th Street, Santa Monica, CA 90401 (310) 459-8481
450 7th Avenue, Suite 3002, New York, NY 10123 (212 ) 947-2525
)

Phone(

Name

_ PMBR Rep. I.D. #.
State

Address

City

Law School

Grad. Date

Zip _

ABA Membership No.

I plan to attend the PMBR Seminar in (City)
3-DAY MULTISTATE APPLICATION

6-DAY "EARLY BIRD" APPLICATION

• I a m an ABA/LSD member. My $295 discounted tuition fee is enclosed with
this application. (Regular tuition fee is $325 after 11/19/04.)

• I a m an ABA/LSD member. My $625 discounted tuition fee is enclosed
with this application. (Regular tuition fee is $695 after 11/19/04.)

• I a m not an ABA/LSD member. My $365 discounted tuition fee is enclosed
with this application. (Regular tuition fee is $395 a/ter 11/19/04.)

• I a m not an ABA/LSD member. My $725 discounted tuition fee is enclosed
with this application. (Regular tuition fee is $795 after 11/19/04.)

• I a m unable to attend the PMBR seminar but would like to purchase the
PMBR Multistate Workbooks. My $295 use fee is enclosed.

• If you wish to enroll in both the 6-Day &. 3-Day courses, submit $790 for
ABA members, $890 for non ABA/LSD members. (Prior to 11/19/04.)

Students enrolling in the PMBR 3-Day Course or the 6-Day "Early Bir d" Workshop
prior to November 19, 2004 receive any three audio tapes or CDs for FREE.
Designate whether you want
• TORTS (6 hours);

• CON. LAW (6 hours);

Visa or MasterCard#

Students enrolling in both the 3-Day and 6-Day Courses prior to November 19, 2004
receive all six Multistate audio tapes or CDs for FREE.

• audio cassette tapes or • CDs for the following Multistate subject areas:

• CONTRACTS (9 hours);

• CRIMINAL LAW (3 hours);

Exp. Date

• PROPERTY (6 hours);

• EVIDENCE (6 hours).

TUITION PAYMENT IS NON-REFUNDABLE
UPON RECEIPT OF COURSE MATERIALS.
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IP Students Learn "Nuts and Bolts" of
Legal Job Search
BV STEPHANIE DECKTER

Staff Writer
While enjoying foccaccia sand
wiches, pizza, wine and beer from
Bertucci's, students interested in intellec
tual property law received job search tips
from two practitioners from the Chicago
office of Brinks Hofer Gilson & Lione,
an intellectual property law boutique.
Mark H. Remus and Mircea A.
Tipescu, a GW alum, discussed the most
important aspects of the intellectual prop
erty law job search: resumes, cover let
ters, and interviews. The CDO and the
Student Intellectual Property Law Asso
ciation (SIPLA) co-sponsored the event.
Richild Stewart, the IP Law Career
Advisor at the CDO, introduced Tipescu
and Remus. Remus began the program
with the disclaimer that impressing the
people who make decisions about jobs
may be difficult since it is a very subjec
tive process. "People make their decisions
based on whatever they are looking for,
whatever they have in mind," said Remus.
However, the pair were able to give the
students some general advice upon which
many hiring partners would agree.
A resume is a "very professional
document," began Remus, "not the place
to stand out, . . and show how creative
you are." Remus then went on to explain
\VvaA students should always Include their

GPA on a resume. If a student fails to

include his or her GPA, "my assumption
is it's really really bad," said Remus.
However, Remus added that "if there is
a good explanation... things like that are
very understandable."
Remus also advocated simplicity.
"Avoid shouting by overusing bold, un
derlining, or lots of fonts [because] it's
very distracting," he said.
Typos are also quite distracting.
"You see it happen all the time," noted
Remus, "[and] there is simply no excuse
for it." A resume should also be kept to
a single page. "Even the most talented,
well qualified candidate can fit everything
on one page," said Remus.
Another way to keep your resume
simple is to consider converting it to .pdf
format before submitting it electronically.
"In this day and age, [Microsoft] Word
tracks changes" that the employer may
be able to see, cautioned Remus.
A resume should also be accurate
and honest, with respect to the substan
tive information on a resume. "Don't
embellish because it will come out," cau
tioned Remus. As an example, Remus
discussed that""if you say you are fluent
in French, you will interview with some
body who speaks French." It is also im
portant to be accurate in describing past
legal jobs. "People know what happens
in summer associate positions," said
Remus, "we all know you were not a criti
cal member of the trial team."
Remus' final point about re
sumes was that "one thing that is very
helpful to provide on resumes is listing
interests that you may have ... [even if]
they seem goofy." Interests provide
"something you can talk about during the
interview," as well as, "sayfing] a lot
about your character even though it has
nothing to do with law." As examples,
Remus spoke of candidates who ran for
public office, which showed initiative, as
well as those who were an Eagle Scout,

which showed good character.
For cover letters, Remus recom
mended that the cover letter not "be that
complicated" - "short, [only] one to two
paragraphs." The most important thing
to get across in a cover letter is a commit
ment to the firm's location and the type
of law they practice. "If you are apply
ing to a firm outside where you are living
. . . explain your contacts to [that loca
tion]," said Remus.
Also, should you apply to an intel
lectual property law firm such as Brinks
Hofer Gilson & Lione, Remus expects
you to explain that "you are committed
to intellectual property . . . and not just
going to transition to something else [a
few] years down the road."
Tipescu then took the stage to dis
cuss the interview process. As a prelimi
nary matter, students should "dress con
servatively," said Tipescu, "even if the
firm is casual. . . make sure you wear a
suit." She also urged arriving on time
and being professional, even if the inter
view turns friendly or you are in a less
formal situation, such as lunch with two
of the younger associates. You would
never want to "let your guard down a little
bit and find yourself saying some things
that are not appropriate for an interview,"
warned Tipescu.
Tipescu's main piece of advice for

interviews was to "be prepared."

Stu

dents should "know something about the
firm," said Tipescu. To get up to speed,
Tipescu suggested a student look for pub
lished cases that the firm has recently
won, as well as the names of the attor
neys involved, any articles published by
firm attorneys, the history of the firm,
the types of law they practice, and the

locations of their offices. This informa
tion should be easily accessible through
the firm's website. However, you can also
rely on your professors, as well as the
CDO, to get the inside scoop. Doing your
homework will ensure that you follow a
simple rule set out by Remus that "ques
tions need to reflect information that you
should not already know."
It is also important to actually lis
ten to the answers the attorneys give you.
"It shows that you have social skills, are
able to listen, and ask follow up ques
tions," said Tipescu. This is very impor
tant to an interviewer since they know
that these skills are vital to being a suc
cessful attorney.
Students should also "know some
thing about the attorneys who might be
interviewing you," said Tipescu. How
ever, Remus warned that you should not
"go in there with an agenda to show [the
interviewing attorney] how much you
know about them." It is just "good to
have that background in case you have
something in common," added Remus.
Doing your homework also means
preparing answers to questions the inter
viewer is likely to ask. For example, if
there is a gap in your work experience,
you should be prepared to explain that.
A student should also have an explana

tions. You should "be prepared to talk
about [previous work experience in the
field] because I am sure that it will . . .
come up," said Tipescu. Interviewers are
likely to ask "what your contributions
weje," and "what other people in the field
thought about you," said Tipescu, since
you will "meet with people who have
similar backgrounds ... if you have a
Ph.D., you are going to meet with [oth
ers who have a] Ph.D.," added Remus.
The students in attendance found
the event very helpful. "I was impressed
with the willingness of [these attorneys]
to travel from Chicago to speak at this
event... it was a great opportunity," said
2L Ike Himowitz.
Brendon Tavelli, a 2L, felt the same
way. "I thought the Nuts and Bolts pre
sentation was well done," said Tavelli.
"Though much of the information was a
repeat of what I have heard before, a little
reinforcement from a specifically IP per
spective never hurts. Overall, I am glad I
went and think it would be especially
helpful to someone who is just getting
started with the job search," Tavelli
added.
Tipescu summed up by stating that
"if you come in prepared [it] makes a re
ally solid impression on the interviewer."
Remus added that "law interviews are

tion for any unique jobs or a history of
changing jobs within a short time frame.

unique... you end up talking to someone
for twenty minutes ... as if you met them

Any projects worked on or papers coauthored are also fair game. "You may
question whether you should put it on the
resume if you are not prepared to answer
those questions," cautioned Remus.
Students applying for patent posi
tions who have heavy technical back
grounds may be asked very specific ques

at a bar."
"The interview is really to assess
whether you are somebody they would
enjoy working with," said Remus, "its not
unlike a first date - first impressions are
made very quickly and you have a very
limited time to let that other person know
who you are and what you are about."

Photo By Elizabeth Austem

Anticipation ran high preceeding what has been called the most important Presidential election of our
lifetimes. Student groups capitalized on this, sponsoring a plethora of events in the weeks leading up to
November 2nd. On October 25th, students filled the Faculty Conference Cernter to overflowing to watch
"The Great Debate." Moderated by Professor Butler, the Great Debate featured Professors Morgan and
Siegel, as well as student debators representing both major political parites. Representatives from GW
Democrats and GW Republicans opened the debate. The event was sponsored by several student organi
zations including the Black Law Students Association, GW Law Democrats and GW Republicans.
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Changes Made to Moot
Court Competition
BY CRISTINA VON SPIEGELFELD

Staff Writer
The preliminary round of the Van
Vleck Constitutional Law Moot Court
Competition took place on Saturday,
October 23, 2004. According to Alison
Levin, President of the Moot Court
Board, the competition ran smoothly.
Co-Chairpersons of the Van Vleck
Constitutional Law Competition,
Stephanie Roy and Sarah Hensley,
thought it was a very strong and close
competition, with many participants gar
nering high scores. Additionally, an all
time high of 80 competitors comprising
40 teams took part in the competition.
This year's problem addressed
same-sex marriage. Roy and Hensley
chose and drafted the problem. Profes
sor Ira Lupu served as Faculty Advisor.
Said Roy, "We liked the concept of deal
ing with the same-sex marriage issue be
cause of its timeliness and the general
level of attention and familiarity the stu
dents would have with at least the basics."
As in past years, the problem con
sisted of two parts. Each team member
selected one of two topics, and wrote
briefs on both sides of the issue.
Roy said that the problem differen
tiated itself into different parts naturally

change this year. This allowed the com
petition to focus more on oral advocacy,
Moot Court's signature skill.
For' the preliminary competitions,
the scores were based on oral advocacy
(60% ) and on the written brief (40%).
For the quarterfinals, the breakdown was
70/30, and for the semi-finals, 80/20.
This change responded directly to
complaints last year that some of the bet
ter oral advocates did not make it to the
final rounds because of weak written
briefs.
Also for the first time this year, fi
nalists can revise their briefs for the final
round. This will give finalists the oppor
tunity to put their best foot forward in
front of a prestigious panel of judges. The
change allows finalists to correct mistakes
and short comings from researching and
writing briefs in a short time span and
allows them to reflect knowledge gar
nered through several rounds of compe
tition.
Unlike last year's competition,
where there were complaints about the
accuracy and unpredictability of the judg
ing, most of 'this year's competitors
lauded the competition.

Faculty Profile
BY SAM DANGREMOND

Staff Writer
"I knew when I started law school
that teaching was what I really wanted
to do. I still feel that way. I wouldn't do
anything else," explained Associate Pro
fessor Daniel Solove of his unusually
quick rise to professorship.
In his first semester as a member of
the faculty, Solove is one of its youngest
at age 34. After spending one previous
semester at GW as a visiting professor
from Seton Hall University, Solove cur
rently teaches two small sections of
Criminal Law and will
be teaching Informa
tion Privacy Law in
the spring as a fulltime Associate Profes
sor. With a deep inter
est in personal privacy
law, Solove has already
written widely about
the impact of modern
technology on this
field.
S o l o v e
earned his J.D. from
Daniel
Yale, where he edited
the Law Review and worked as a teach
ing assistant. Tracing the beginnings of
his interest in privacy and technology, he
noted that "at the time, in the mid '90s,
the internet was really starting its boom.
I basically read everything there was to
read on privacy, which at that time was
After law school, Solove first

is described by his students as being me
ticulously organized and precise. In his

clerked for Judge Stanley Sporkin of the
District Court for the District of Colum
bia. He then worked for Arnold & Por
ter here in Washington D.C. for a year.
Finally, he completed a second clerkship
with Judge Pamela Ann Rymer of the
Court of Appeals for the 9th Circuit be
fore becoming a professor at Seton Hall
in 2000.
As a professor, Solove started out
"doing a few pieces on privacy, but there
was just so much there."
His first law review article on the
topic, published in the Stanford Law Re
view, argued that George Orwell's 1984
"Big Brother" was not as accurate a meta
phor for the intrusion into personal pri
vacy as that portrayed in Franz Kafka's
The Trial. He has since published seven
additional law review articles on privacy,
a textbook with Marc Rotenberg entitled
Information Privacy Law, and the commer
cial non-fiction work The Digital Person:
Technology and Privacy in the Information
Age that will officially be available Decem
ber 1st.
With ramifications ranging from
possibilities for medical and genetic pri
vacy to anonymity on the internet, Solove
seeks to understand the ways in which
personal information stored in vast infor
mation-age databases interacts with 4th

Criminal Law class, 1L Gillian Emmett
described him as "very very focused in
his lectures, very specific about the infor
mation we need to know for exams. He's
good about answering questions, he
doesn't try to be tricky or hide the an
swers.
For those students considering
academia as their ultimate career goal,
Solove had the following advice: "If you
want to teach, the best thing to do si write.
There is no substitute for doing scholarly
writing. It's very possible for students to
publish their work."
However, he reminded that most
importantly students should find their
"passion for the law, because this is go
ing to be your life. You're here for 3 years:
it could be 3 really stressful years that
you're on the treadmill rushing to some
where else, or it could be an enriching
experience where you really learn to love
the law."
Ultimately enjoying university life
and teaching for both the ability to inter
act with students and conduct scholar
ship, Solove commented: "All facets of
the job are wonderful. It is a lot of fun to
be with people who are learning the law,
and its important to me to work hard at
creating scholarship that will make a dif
ference in the world."

events, but also very challenging. He ex
plained that the Petitioners had the emo
tional element in their favor while the
Respondents had Supreme Court prece
dent on their side.
"This made it a challenge to switch
sides in one day and present compelling
arguments back-to-back." Calhoun said.
"But it also revealed the potential of a
strong advocate to argue opposite sides
of a case convincingly."
Calhoun reported that judges had
commented that the problem was one of

the most difficult that they had seen in
years.
The quarterfinals and semifinals
were held on Saturday, November 6,
2004. The finals will take place on Feb
ruary 3, 2004. Judges for the final round
will include the Honorable Roger
Wollman of the Court of Appeals for the
Eighth Circuit, the Honorable T.S. Ellis
of the U.S. District Court for the Eastern
District of Virginia, and the Honorable
Justice Peggy A. Quince of the Florida
State Supreme Court.

actually possible."

Van Vleck Constitutional Law

Moot Court Competition Results
Semifinalists:
Jay C alhoun and Jesse Merriam
Adam Ostrowsky and Robert Weinschenk

Finalists:
Rebecca Carvalho and Molly Leckey
V. David Zvenyach and Cristina Suarez
given the various federal actions on the
issue, such as the Defense of Marriage
Act of 1996, and the failed jurisdictionstripping bill of this past summer. Thus,
one part of the question focused on
whether a statute banning gay marriage
violated the Fourteenth Amendment un
der the Equal Protection and Substantive
Due Process analyses. The second part
focused on jurisdiction-stripping and FullFaith and Credit problems, with partici
pants analyzing whether Congress could
enact a statute that removed courts' ju
risdiction over certain same-sex marriage
issues.
Most competition rules remained
the same as in previous years, although
there were a few changes. Participants
competed in teams of two, with each
team getting a total of 40 minutes (20
minutes per competitor) to argue their
position. All competitors were judged by
attorney practitioners volunteering for the
event.
A stepped-down emphasis on the
written brief in the quarterfinals, semifi
nals, and finals represented one major

Christina Suarez, 2L Day, thought
the contest was a lot fun and that it ran
very smoothly. "I was particularly im
pressed with the quality of some of the
judges on the panels," said Suarez.
"They gave great suggestions for
improving the presentation of our argu
ments, and were friendly and
personable."However, some other partici
pants felt the judges engaged too much
in compliments and not enough in
pointed criticism.
Competitors also noted the timeli
ness of the topic.
For Robert
Weinschenk, 2L Day, the real strength of
the competition was the choice of issue:
"The problem was excellent because it
encompassed one of the most timely le
gal topics in the United States, especially
in light of the prominent role that samesex marriage has played in this year's
presidential race."
Jay Calhoun, 3L Day, who worked
on the issue of whether GMPA violated
either the Equal Protection clause or Sub
stantive Due Process, thought the prob
lem was not only pertinent to current

Amendment rights.
Calling the mass of personal infor
mation stored on such databases one's
"digital dossier," Solove explained that
"pretty soon the police won't even have
to search my house, they'll just subpoena
my credit card statement, my
Amazon.com shopping list, my super
market card, my CVS card, etc."
Fundamentally, Solove believes that
"we need to understand privacy as a so
cial value that is deeply important to ev
eryone in society," and
,
"not just [as] an indi• vidual right, but [as]
an essential part of a
* free democratic soci
ety."
However,
he
does not "think that
privacy is absolute...
we always make
tradeoffs." However,
giving up privacy usu
ally doesn't "give us
the benefits that corre
Solove
spond to the costs."
He summarized his criticism of
such tradeoffs by saying, "Things that
come into conflict with privacy, such as
free speech or security, are all easy to un
derstand - whereas privacy is much hard
to understand."
Apart from his scholarship, Solove
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"The White House didn't want us
to subpoena," said Marcus. "That would
have been a political black eye."
The Commission issued subpoenas
to three organizations: the Federal Avia
tion Administration, the Department of
Defense, and the City of New York. Two
of these subpoenas forced the Commis
sion to address the fact that the Depart
ment of Justice could not represent gov
ernment agencies on both sides of an ac
tion. The Commission graciously ac
cepted the pro bono efforts offered by
Arnold and Porter LLP, a Washington,
D.C.-based firm, to complete the process.
"The White House was obsessed
from the beginning with executive
privilege...and worried that [the manner
in which information was handled]
would become a precedent for how they
would deal with Congress," said Marcus.
In the summer of 2003, the
administration's fears were at least osten
sibly put at ease when the Commission
persuaded the administration to forego
asserting general executive privilege and
instead assert specific executive privilege,
if needed, before the release of the final
report.
Even with this agreement in place,
the Commission had to overcome some
unique obstacles to obtain the necessary
information. Administration officials
were not permitted to divulge any corre
spondence sent directly to President Bush.
The Commission could, however,
obtain correspondence between staff
members if no copies of the document
were found that were later addressed to
the President. Often, correspondence be
tween staff members received only minor
changes before being sent to the Presi
dent.
"[Former
White
House
Counterterrorism Expert Richard] Clarke
was a workaholic who seems to have just
written email all the time," said Marcus,

UNION from page 1.
jobs are low pay and have low benefits."
At the law school, however, the de
cision on whether to join the SEIU has
raised several eyebrows, including those
of 27-year teaching veteran Michael
Sanders. Sanders, a partner at Powell,
Goldstein, Frazer & Murphy, feels that
unionization could negatively affect the
university's ability to offer a varied cur
riculum.
"I'm not teaching to make more

ALUMNI JOBS frompage l.
Similarly, those who do choose to
enter the private sector, which is still a
majority, are working at more small and
medium firms. Alumni counselor Ray
Hazen thinks the experience can be very
valuable.
"I see more people taking positions
they may not want, but they are getting
into the market and gaining experience,"
he said. "Most new lawyers will leave
their first job within five years. Your first
job is not your last one."
Montgomery echoes a similar sen
timent stressing that in constricted times,
recent graduates are smart to focus on
finding the building blocks that can help
them appear more attractive to some of
the market's more selective employers.
Hazen believes that the economy,
though affecting the market as a whole,
does not seriously impede the marketabil
ity of GW alumni and graduates because
of the wealth of experiences and resil

relating the story of gaining access to nu
merous emails from Clarke to National
Security Advisor Condoleezza Rice. "It
was a treasure trove."
One of the most important devel
opments in the investigation was when
the Commission gained access to the

Commission filed a document request for
any PDB from 1998 through October
2001 containing information about Af
ghanistan or al Qaeda. This document
request, filed with the CIA rather than
the administration to attempt to diffuse
the executive privilege issue, netted

Photo By Denise Noel/Staff Photographer

Former General Counsel for the 9/11 Commission Daniel Marcus packed
the Faculty Conference Center.
President's Daily Briefs (PDB). Each roughly 300 documents.
The administration, however, had
PDB is a series of fact reports based on
current intelligence from the CIA that is reservations about releasing the docu
ments to the Commission, and instead
briefed to the President each day.
After a rumor surfaced that the held a briefing to convey the information.
PDB on August 6,2001, contained a spe The Commission, not satisfied with the
cific threat of an al Qaeda attack, the level of detail in the briefing, eventually

received access after persuading the ad
ministration that the information would
remain protected and that executive privi
lege is properly utilized for advice for the
President as opposed to facts such as
those in a PSB.
Interviews with administration of
ficials, referred to as "meetings" at the
administration's request, were another
vital source of information. Since the
Commission was part of the legislative
branch, the administration cited separa
tion of powers to request that an execu
tive branch official be present at all inter
views with executive branch employees.
Eventually, the parties reached a compro
mise and executive branch officials were
present at meetings with present employ
ees but absent from meetings with former
employees.
"We were reasonably satisfied we
got candid information from the people
interviewed," said Marcus.
The administration was also ini
tially disinclined to allow officials to tes
tify in public hearings requested by the
Commission.
"The White House was in an un
tenable position in refusing the
commission's request after Clarke's book
[Against All Enemies]," said Marcus.
Later, several senior officials, in
cluding former CIA Director George Te
net and National Security Advisor
Condoleezza Rice, testified in public to
the Commission.
President Bush and Vice President
Dick Cheney, initially adverse to any
meeting, later agreed to meet with the
Chairman and "Vice-Chairman of the

Commission, and finally submitted to a

meeting with all ten commissioners.
"The White House made a lot of
mistakes. If the White House had been
more forthcoming.. .they probably could
have gotten away with giving [the Com
mission] less information," said Marcus.

money," Sanders said.
"I teach because I enjoy it, I like to
work with young people. To have union
representation will result in an increase
in the school's budget to compensate the
adjuncts. Most adjuncts teach smaller
classes that can't bring in 40 or 50 stu
dents. The school won't be able to justify
paying for those smaller classes."
Gutman is somewhat less con
cerned. "I don't see the law school cut
ting back courses," Gutman said. "It's a
real point of pride for the school. We're

committed to the breadth of courses that
we offer to our students."
One issue that does worry Gutman,
however, is the possibility that adding
union members will upset the relationship
he has developed with the adjunct faculty.
Gutman explained that he and the
faculty members have a casual and direct
working relationship where they accom
modate one another through personal ne
gotiation. The addition of more bureau
cracy on the administrative level may
upset that balance.

Final results are not expected for
another week, and projections about the
effects of unionization are difficult to
make. If professors vote in favor of
unionization, a collective bargaining
agreement will be worked out that will
indicate what issues the union hopes to
address. Whether concerns such as those
voiced by Sanders will impact the law
school's varied curriculum remains to be
seen.

ience they acquire while at the law school.
"The people who are in less than
their optimum jobs are still adjusting and
trying to make the most of what they
have," he said. "They must be thinking
to themselves, 'What happened? When I
started here everything was great, now
the economy is bad and I'm scrambling
to keep the wolf from the door.' If they're
complaining though, it's not to us. They
just keep pushing along. I have great re
spect for therq, for that."
Hazen believes that the level of
clinical experience available to GW stu
dents while still in law school greatly in
creases the skills they bring to the mar
ketplace. Recounting his own days at
Duke, Hazen says there was no such thing
as litigation clinics, skills boards and ca
reer development counselors. Those ex
periences combine to make recent alumni
well prepared to enter the market.
"We're challenging the students
while they're here," said Dean Thomas
Morrison. "We're molding you to make

you think like an attorney. What you
learn is a concept that moves and grows.
Our track record says we've done a pretty
good job. People are recognizing the
quality of a GW education."
"One of the things that I hear from
employers all the time," Montgomery
said, "is that our students are so well pre
pared. They're getting an excellent edu
cation."
Another major factor that helps re
cent graduates find work is the involve
ment of so me of the older and more es
tablished alumni in the market. Mont
gomery feels that the school does a great
job of keeping alums connected to their
alma mater.
"I think the reason we have such a
great relationship is that we're not trying
to get money from the alumni, we're try
ing to build relationships with them," she
said. "The administration makes the
alumni feel valued for who they are and
not what they can do for the school - it
really helps in building bridges."

The CDO has an impressive data
base of receptive alumni whom it con
nect with current students and recent
graduates. Hazen believes that the pres
ence of the alums is invaluable because
they are posed and willing to provide in
sight to young people trying to decide
what path to pursue.
Similarly, the alumni relations of
fice consistently sponsors events like re
unions and social mixers to keep the
alumni involved in the school. Panel dis
cussions and roundtables are also a com
mon way to reconnect the alums. Alumni
Office Director Lisa Kranz says that al
ums are very willing to help out.
"I just got a call from someone the
other day who said he wanted to do some
thing with the school," she said. "People
are pretty generous with their time and
energies. Everyone has different strengths:
some people lend their names, their firms,
time, money - it really enriches the law
school experience for the students."
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Beat
BY EMILY ALDRICH

Staff Writer
SBA President Eric Koester began
the November 1,2004 general body meet
ing by announcing that the Dean's Fo
rum, featuring Deans Transgrud and
Raven-Hansen, and Professor Schechter,
will take place on November 17, from
4:30-6:30 pm. The meeting will address
the continuing search for a new dean and
any other concerns students want to bring
to the table. All students are encouraged

MOCK TRIAL from page 2
For the defense, Chang emphasized
for the jury the standard of proof - more
likely than not -and then invited the jury
to draw its own conclusions from the evi
dence of the romantic tryst to be pre
sented.
Each side called two witnesses:
Mrs. McKyton and Lucas Reiter for the
plaintiff, and Richard McKyton and
Tracie Corry, the law firm's managing
partner, for the defense. Each competi
tor had the opportunity to conduct one
direct and one cross-examination of a
witness.
The examinations were punctuated
by bursts of laughter from the audience
as the judges made witty observations on
the testimony being elicited. At one
point, Judge Facciola refused opposing
counsel's attempt tobring evidence of tbe
alleged affair for purposes of impeach
ment, where the attorney argued that it
was probative of truthfulness under the
theory that a woman who takes an oath
of faithfulness to her husband will be
proven untruthful if it can be shown that
she has an affair.
Later on, counsel requested the
judge to instruct a difficult witness to

SPAIN from page 2
administration. It caused the shift from
the conservative People's Party to the
current control by the Spanish Socialist
Workers Party.
The insistence and
misidentification of the culprit in the face
of clear evidence to that contrary caused
public doubt about the People's Party's
effectiveness as an administration. Mis
management of the crisis motivated one
million people previously unprepared to
vote to cast their ballots for the opposi
tion.
Nonetheless, Westendorp y Cabeza
emphasized that the election was a tri
umph for democracy. He believes that
what truly tainted the election following
the bombings was not the terrible attack
itself, but rather the government's re
sponse to it.
The administration's other mistake
was sending troops to Iraq without the
approval of the LIN and the Parliament.
When asked if the Madrid attacks
represent a trend towards Spain becom
ing a terrorist battleground, Westendorp
y Cabeza stated that he did not believe
this to be the case. Spain and the Arab
world are on good terms, and the Am
bassador did not see why his country
would be a particular target. He empha
sized the traditional cooperation and co
existence of Muslims, Catholics and Jews
in Spain.
Westendorp y Cabeza also at

at the information desk or reply by e-mail
to attend.
On Tuesday, November 9, at 5pm, to the announcements sent via email.
The Programming Committee an
the SBA Legal Affairs Committee will
hold an information session for students nounced that the Halloween Party was a
interested in starting new student orga huge success. The SBA sold 729 tickets,
plus more at the door. Thanks to every
nizations.
An information session for those one who patiently waited in lines. Chris
interested in the International Law Soci tina Rodriguez, the Vice President of Pro
ety will take place on November 8th at 8:00 gramming, spoke about lessons learned
and proposed changes to alleviate prob
pm in L302.
The SBA Student Services Commit lems encountered this year.
Barrister's Ball 2005 will take place
tee will provide plastic silverware in the
on
Friday,
February 4, 2005, at the J.W.
microwave areas. Thanks to all of the
Marriot
Hotel.
The ball will include food,
lL's on the committee for their initiative.
an
open
bar,
and
a larger dance floor than
Personalized GW business cards
last
year.
are currently on sale. They are $21.00/
The end of semester party is sched
set. These are great for interviews. Stu
uled
for
December 17, 2004.
dents interested in ordering can sign up

The Athletics Committee reminds
students that there are intramural an
nouncements posted on the web portal
and asks students to look for flyers posted
around school.
The Commencement Committee
announced that it will meet with the ad
ministration in the near future to discuss
getting better graduation announcements
for this year.
The Community Service Com
mittee is sponsoring the "Help the Home
less Walk-a-Thon" and will be holding a
Bake Sale on November 20th. Come show
your support. Also, look for participa
tion information around school.
The next meeting will be held on
November 16th.

Goodman was thrilled with the re
sults, but also felt that the competition
was a great learning experience for a fu
ture trial lawyer. "We saw that as we
advanced that the competition got much
better and we had to be much more on
the ball," she noted, "and that's partially
because the better teams advanced, but
also because I felt that the comments that
we got from the judges really helped and
we incorporated them as we went ahead.
You were learning things from other
teams and from the judges."
She was also grateful for the sup
port provided by their student coaches,
Debbie Motyka and Sharese Pryor, who
are members of the Mock Trial Board.
Each team had a student coach and was
required to scrimmage with another team
of competitors while their respective
coaches served as judges.

participate in the fall competition in the
first place: "The professional judges gave
insight I didn't get from other competi
tions."
Nandi Witter and Brian Barrett, the
Mock Trial Judges Chairs, recruited all
the judges and practitioners that served

as arbiters throughout all stages of com
petition.
The judges pointed out to both
teams "golden opportunities" that were
wasted, critiqued the attorneys' overly
deferential manner with the jury, and
chastised them for arguing with one an
other during the proceedings. They also
provided helpful tips for all future trial
attorneys in attendance, such as stand
ing firm while delivering opening and
closing statements because "movement
signals a transition to the jury," said Judge
Facciola.
Patel announced the winners at re
ception in the Kelly Lounge held after the
trial. Goodman and Wilder won by the
narrow margin of three points.
"We do it by ballots," said Patel.
"We compare the raw score each judge
gives to the plaintiff with what they give
to the defendant, and whoever gets the
highest score wins that judge's ballot.
Two judges tied on their plaintiff and
defendant scores, and there was no win
ner from their ballot. One judge went for
the plaintiff, but the difference in scores
between plaintiff and defendant was 7
points. The other judge went for the de
fendant, and the difference there was 4
points, so the plaintiff won by 3 points."

tempted to dispel the myth that Spain is
a hotbed of anti-American sentiment. He
stressed that both countries need to over
come cliches and make a bigger effort
reach out to each other, both politically

and in terms of business and investment.
The Ambassador concluded his lec
ture by stating that he hopes that the next
U.S. president will cooperate with the EU
on a more active basis in the efforts to

answer a question. The judge rejected the
request because the attorney had already
gotten his answer. "It was not the one
you wanted, but you got your answer,"
said Judge Facciola. At one point the
judge also had to instruct to the witness
as to the average speed of a regular hu
man being.
At the conclusion of the evidence,
Goodman gave the closing argument for
the plaintiff, returning to the theory of
distorted perception and denying any
evidence of an affair, regardless of how
blatant. For the defense, Kantesaria cas
tigated the plaintiff for trying to blame
the defendant for damage caused by the
plaintiff himself when he engaged in an
illicit affair with the defendant's wife.
Following closing arguments and
while the judges' scores were being tabu
lated, the bench provided valuable feed
back to the competitors. Goodman said
that the presence of professional judges
was one of the main reasons she chose to

Wilder and Goodman signed up for
the competition without partners and

came together during the registration pro
cess. Said Goodman, "If people want to
do this, they don't necessarily need to
have somebody prepared." As her team's
victory proves, perhaps random match
ing enables people to work together most
successfully.

combat terrorism. He believes that our
two countries can work together to cre
ate a safer world: "Making a success out
of Iraq is important ... it can only be
achieved through cooperation."
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Friday Night
Lights
A few years ago, I ran into a high team, whose humor and ego collapse af
school friend of mine (I'll call him ter a serious knee injury occurs on the
Preston) at a Dead concert. He was a field. Billingsley is the son of a local foot
funny guy, but I remember he spent se ball hero, who can't measure up to his
nior year tormenting one of my friends father's playing ability, much to his old
for something she did at a party one night, man's exasperation. Chavez's grades
so I also thought he was kind of a jerk. alone might get him out of Odessa, but
We chatted for a few minutes (he was still he's still not sure. And then there's
living at home and out of work) before Gaines. Until I saw this movie, I never
he burst out laughing uncontrollably and appreciated the pressure involved in be
said, "Hey, Tasher, re
ing a coach; sometimes
member when 'Kelly'
the outcome of one
sat on the Ping Pong
game might determine
table and it broke?"
employment for the fol
Keep in mind, I
lowing year. In a small
was 23, already taking
town where the local
issue that I was running
business hours revolve
around at a Dead lawn
around the starting time
concert, and now was
of the high school foot
recounting a stupid
ball games, the gossip,
LINDSAY TASHER
high school memory
the snide remarks, and
that happened six years
the news commentaries
ago at someone's
place the coach at the
Homecoming party. But I laughed any center of the universe.
way.
One might think that this film be
Later that night, I felt sad, genuinely longs to Thornton, which it does in the
hoping that Preston had funnier, more ex sense of screen time and his ability to
citing stuff happen to him since high capture this character. But through a bril
school than watching our large friend liantly understated performance,
break a Ping Pong table. I guess I'm not Thornton allows Lights to belong to the
one to talk. Almost ten years later, my players on the team. This movie perfectly
friends and I still talk about opening night portrayed these boys who are desperate
of our senior year spring musical, com to get out of their hometown and find
ing out to a standing ovation during cur better lives for themselves. As far as they
tain call. It was a rush that none of us know, football is the only way they can
do that.
will ever for
Yet the
get, and we'd
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
character who
give anything
This movie perfectly portrayed
provides the
for one more
these boys who are desperate to
essence of this
day on that
film
is
high school
get out of their hometown and
Billingsley's
stage. But new
find better lives for themselves.
father, played
highs
have
by
Tim
happened
since. College, travel, new friends, more McGraw. He is a former football hero
school, new jobs, and new loves. Life gets who torments his mediocre-playing son,
pretty exciting for a lot of us and nostal disgusted that the boy might miss out on
gia only comes out when absolutely nec a state championship title. I first figured
him for a bitter loser. But after a particu
essary.
For others, life stops after high larly nasty father-son fight halfway
school - sometimes even after senior year through the movie, he gives an explana
football season. Either your team wins tion. He pushes his son so hard because
state championship, a scout notices, and his own fate was sealed after senior year
you get a ticket out of your hometown football season; he never left Odessa and
and into college, or not. And if not, your knows he never will. The ring on his fin
hometown won't provide you with much ger lets him remember the only highlight
else, other than the right to wear your of his life - winning that championship.
championship ring as a memento. That He desperately wants his son to have this
is the driving force behind Peter Berg's one special memory should his son's life
follow a similar path.
Friday Night Lights.
The film ends with updates on the
Even if you're not a football fan,
this movie is worth going to see. Based main characters since the final season—
on a true story, Gary Gaines (Billy Bob who left Odessa, what they do now,
Thornton) is the coach for the Permian whether they have kids—and we get to
Panthers, a high school football team in decide whether to be happy for them.
the small town of Odessa, Texas. The Friday Night Lights captured the despera
entire movie revolves around one season's tion, the joy, the fear, and the necessity
stretch towards the state championship of the game for these boys. I left the the
title. It is action-filled and graphic at times ater wondering how most of us would
(when displaying hard hits and football- treat our favorite pastime if it were our
related injuries), but a little too reliant on only ticket out.
If this film reminds you of a pas
slow motion during some game footage.
Even without the football, however, the sion you never explored since high school,
great. If it reminds you of something
picture's message would have survived.
The characters in this movie were special that got you where you are today,
incredibly well developed. Lights was even better. And if it lets you empathize
truly an ensemble film, focusing on vari with "Preston," who laughs to the point
ous personalities within the team. of tears at one moment from his senior
Winchell, the quarterback, struggles with year of high school, and maybe even gets
his fierce desire to get out of Odessa while you hoping that something exciting will
hesitating to leave his mentally ill mother. come along for him someday, then that's
"Boobie" Miles is the cocky star of the the absolute best.

Res Ipsa Cinema

The Politics of
Dancing
After falling asleep to Chris You see, there is currently a set of de facto
Matthews on election night, I got up at rules in place preventing the dance revoabout one o'clock, finally shut the televi- lution from occurring, and regime change
sion off and stepped out on my balcony, appears the only way to freedom.
It was eerily quiet on my normally sirenThe Bennis Syndrome. A foundafilled street. I like to think that the calm tional principle in the anti-dance movewas neither the relief of
ment, the Bennis
the Republicans or the
Syndrome, represighs of the Dems, but
jaHjHBk
sents the impending
rather the collective
fear that your
sound of people turn* ^ sjfeW
friends, co-workers,
ing their television's ob* J JjHV
and even people you
noxious commentators
_
have never met will
off for a while. Unless
lose all respect for
it's David Byrne, I can
you upon one bad
do without another
showing on the
talking head
for
dance floor. The
months.
PETER BROMA GHIM
fact is that no one
Instead of opinAflisic far
ions about opinions
./
passed off as news, the
American people now want music. Burn
Stern, flush Rush—sparkling, soothing,
happy music in your ears is the wave of
the future.
I have decided that we Americans
are well behind the rest of the developed
world in relaxation. The English and
Irish, for example, spend the majority of
their lives in public houses with a pint,
generally chatting up anyone who will listen. They're a social lot, and never seem

thp MdSSPS

Your

know you can't
dance, and you'll
never see the rest of those people again.
Despite widespread acceptance, lab tests
show that the syndrome can easily be
overcome by the presence of self-esteem
and/or whiskey,
The Grindhogs. A nother dancing deterrent, the term "grindhogs" refers to
men, who find it safe to assume that
women, whom they've never met nor will
ever introduce themselves to, enjoy
"grinding" the night away. Grindhogs

to take their work too seriously, but that

emerge from their holes regardless of oc-

might be The Office rubbing off on me.
Germans likewise go straight from work
to outdoor
beer gar-

casion (bar review, wedding, bat mitzvah,
etc.). Tell-tale signs include excessive
product and
visible chest

hairand
dens as if
If you enjoy it, you should be able to
by instinct.
tendency to
act like you do.
The bulk of
roam
in
Europeans
packs. Not
(that can
to be conafford it) take extensive holidays through- fused with "petrifides," women who point
out the late summer to spend time with fervently in the direction of males during
their family, and, in general, live a little their renditions of TLC's "No Scrubs,"
outside of work. The French just tried to and, most obviously, "I Will Survive."
pass a 32-hour work week, for Pierre's
Sleaze-arenas. Also known as
sake. One of the attractions of Buddhism "bassbowls," sleaze-arenas are clubs that
is its emphasis on nature and personal tarnish the general public's opinion of
meditation. Push it a bit further and you dancing. Filled with grindhogs and powget the Mexican siesta. America, adopt- dered nostrils, they're famous for need
ing any one of these would be fine with less dress requirements, expensive bottled
me, really.
water, and particularly terrible techno. If
So, considering that Hollywood is you end up in one, I suggest trying to reour chief export, I think music is as good coup your cover from your former friend
a place as any to start the movement to for cab fare before leaving,
let America's collective hair down. Part
I think that, in quintessential camof our hesitancy to relax is that, for many paign style, we need an all-out media blitz
of us, we can only truly relax when we to educate the public about the dangers
are at home. And it's great to listen to of these stains on dancing's good name,
music when you're there, but there's a Buttons, bumper stickers, PSAs, the
communal aspect to music as well. I'm whole bit. GOTD, if you will—it's time
not just talking about Phish shows, or for a TV-sick America to get out there and
thousands of teenage shrieks in unison, shake its dumpy rump. "We're shy,
but just getting out and listening to mu- stressed out, and overweight, and we're
sic, live or recorded, with other people.
not going to take it anymore!"
If you enjoy it, you should be
It's time that people heeded the call
able to act like you do. You know where of a little British band known as Re-Flex,
I'm going with this—dancing. Many who, with their'80s one-hit wonder "The
people, including my parents, used to go Politics of Dancing," foreshadowed the
ballroom dancing a couple times a dance revolution to come,
month. Now, just setting foot on a dance
We got the message / I heard it on
floor requires the ultimate in self-confi- the airwavesThe politicians / Are now
dence. Yet, ninety percent of the popula- DJsThe broadcast was spreading / Sta
tion knows they can't dance (note: much tion to stationLike an infection / Across
higher in predominantly white and pre- the nation
dominantly legal communities), so in
The politics of dancing / The politics
today's world it's going to take some pon- of—ooooh—feeling goodThe politics of movdering, some convincing, and some drink- ing / Is this message understood?
ing. But it d oesn't have to be this way.
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Midterm Mayhem
Dear Ally,
I'm a 1L and a couple of weeks ago
we had our midterm. I took it really seri
ously and studied a lot for it. Unfortu
nately, I feel like I completely bombed the
exam. Our professor hasn't returned it yet,
but I'm not sure if I even want it back.
What should I do? Should I take this as a
sign that I'm not cut out for law school?

ing. I love Thanksgiving and I have been
feeling really homesick lately so I'd love
to go, but it seems that most of my class
mates I've talked to are staying to start
studying for exams. What do you think?
Should I go?
-Holiday Traveler

Dear Holiday Traveler,
There's no right answer to your
question. It just depends.
Dear M.M.,
It depends on where your family
Relax, and definitely do not doubt
lives. If you live on the West Coast it may
your fitness for the rigors of law school
be a little more difficult for you to get a
just because of the mid
flight at a reasonable
term.
ALLY,
2L
ORACLE
price so close to the hoiiFirst, you haven't
j 1 1 r1 '
tj. All days. You also may not
gotten back your exam.
consider the long travel
You shouldn't be worry
time to be worth it for a
ing so much before you
couple of days. On the other hand, I knew
even receive your grade. Who knows,
a few people from California who went
maybe you did much better than you
home last year for Thanksgiving without
think. Often the exams you think you did
any hesitation.
the worst on are the ones on which you
You should also consider how much
do the best.
studying you'll actually get done during
Second, even if you don't end up
doing as well as you had planned,
it does not have to be a foreshad
owing of your performance on
your final exams.
As I understood it last year,
the main purpose of the midterm
was to give first-year students a
preview of what can be expected
on a law school final exam. Law
school exams are very different
Hk
from those we took inundergrad,
and most students don't reaU-y
-Midterm Mess up

Ally Explains It All

the break. If you don't think you'll be very
productive because
" IF A TREE FALLS..."
you'll be missing home
or distracted by the TV
s Y N E A. L O K 1
G R E T A
°
movies, you might as
D 1 N
N A 1 R te
R E R A N
well go home. If you
<3
O
W N
A N N O
A G 1 N G
think you will be able to
1 R 1 S
get ahead in your study
B A C K L 0 G G E D
ing, you may want to
L A S E R MHT E E N H
consider staying.
<3
T S
S A s S
° N A
It may also be posA R S E
N 1 L
E V 1 L
sible for you to take
M E A T
G R O P E
L 1 M O
some books home so
E A R S
T A R
that you can get some
L E A G TJ
thing done if you decide
P
H L E
A D M A N
to leave. Let me warn
T E N E T
iirH" 0 U T 1
you, though, despite my
B U M P O N A L 0 G
A N T 1
greatest efforts, I have
C 0 0 K E
L O O T *0 D E s
rarely been able to do
1 M P E L
A 1 M s
M A T H
any work while back
home so keep in mind
0
L
1 E N S
0
T
M
T
H
E
A
the potential distrac
tions that may arise dur
That way, you can spend Thanksgiving
ing visit.
with your family and still have the entire
Maybe you can go home for a few weekend to do work.
days, instead of the entire Thanksgiving
Don't be fooled by your classmates.
break. Especially if you live within driv I bet a lot of them will decide to go home
ing distance or can travel by train, you closer to the break. It can get pretty lonely
should look into going home for Wednes around school during those days and you
day and Thursday and come back Friday. may benefit from a quick trip back home.

|
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1

0

|
|
I
SI
i

LEGAL ISSUES SERIES
ATTEND THE F IRST OF F IVE LECTURES FOR AY2004-05:

know how to approach them.
The midterm allows you to fig
ure out what the best strategy

may be before the final exam pe
riod begins.
Furthermore, it gives you
the opportunity to find out where
your weaknesses are and ask
other classmates or your profes
sors how you can overcome
them. The midterm does not
count for a great percentage of
your final grade, so all is not lost
for those students who don't do
well.
The point is don't worry.
You probably did fine. And even
if you didn't do well, take it as a
learning experience. The grade
you get will not make or break
you with regard to your final
grade. Just remember that it was
the first law school exam you
have ever taken so you weren't
expected to dominate it.
Definitely talk to your pro
fessors. They can help you figure
out what they're looking for on
the exams and what your mid
term may have been missing.
Most of them are also just ex
tremely nice and can give you
some great advice.
Probably the worst effect of
a not-so-great midterm exam
grade is self-doubt. It seems that
the possibility of poor grade has
already affected your confidence
so try to combat that as much as
possible if it turns out you don't
do well.

Dear Ally,
I'm a first year student and
I'm debating whether or not I
should go home for Thanksgiv

IUHHI-

"WHAT DO COLLEGE STUDENTS NEED TO

KNOW ABOUT

NEGOTIATI NG T! IEIR F IRST JOB CONTRACT?"
DO MEN H AVE AN ADVANTAGE WHEN I T COMES
TO LANDING THAT FIRST JOB?
WHAT ARE KEY IS SUES ro CONSIDER WHEN
ACCEPTING YOUR FIRST "REAL JOB"?

FEATURING GW LAW PROFESSOR

CHARLES CRAVER
NOVEMBER 9TH, STOCKTON H ALL ROOM 301, 5-6:30 PM
REFRESHMENTS AND SOCIAL RECEPTION 6 :30-7 PM
ALL GW COMMUNITY MEMBERS WELCOME!

SPONSORED BY THE OFFICE OF G RAD LIFE, THE LAW SCHOOL,
AND THE STUDENT ASSOCIATION

THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
-WASHINGTON DC
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Downloading Fear
On Thursday the Motion Picture file sharing on the web can be attributed
Association of America (MPAA) an to individuals that might be referred to
nounced that it will begin filing its first as 'super-sharers.' These 'super-sharers'
wave of lawsuits against those it believes provide a great deal of the material avail
are illegally sharing copyrighted films on able on the internet and function like hubs
the Internet. The MPAA, which repre on a wheel, uploading to multiple
sents most major Hollywood studios, downloaders at a time from a central
plans to file suit against approximately point.
200 individuals around the country. It
Another problem for the MPAA
thus follows in the footsteps of the Re and RIAA has been the relative anonym
cording Industry Association of America ity of users of the internet and file shar
(RIAA), which has launched more than ing technology in particular. Most file
a thousand similar suits around the coun sharers don't include their name and ad
try for copyright infringement of music. dress on the files they upload. That can
Unlike the RIAA, which saw file
make discovering their identity somewhat
sharing explode after the invention of difficult. However, the two trade com
Napster, the MPAA hasn't suffered the panies can file suit against a John Doe
loss in sales the music industry has.
defendant identified by an Internet Pro
First, the act of going to the mov tocol Address (IP). The companies then
ies isn't truly replaced by downloading a subpoena the name of the customer as
copy of the film on to
sociated with the IP ad
your computer - espe
dress form the internet
cially when most cop
service
provider.
ies available on the
While cumbersome,
internet are of poor
the system has worked
quality.
in the past, and the
Second, and per
RIAA has successfully
haps more importantly,
brought a large number
in order to download
of suits against alleged
films of quality and
copyright infringers.
length, the downloader
Further action to make
IKE HI MOWITZ
identifying uploaders
has to be prepared to al
easier is also planned.
lot quite a bit of time
(often more than 6
In California, Gover
nor Schwarzenegger
hours) to download a
120 minute movie - even with a high has just signed a bill making it a misde
speed connection. This factor, however, meanor to upload files to a file sharing
is changing as the compression scheme service without including your name and
used to store video data has improved and e-mail address.
What this means for you varies dra
more individuals have access to high
matically. If you don't upload or down
speed internet.
Until recently, the MPAA had load copyrighted files, and only connect
found the notion of suing its customers to the internet at school or through a
highly distasteful. However, new man wired connection, you can probably just
agement has come in and they have store this information as trivia for cock
looked to lawsuits as a way of avoiding tail parties.
For those of you who downloaded
the drop in sales the RIAA faced several
a lot of music or movies at one point in
years ago.
Having made this decision, the time, but who have since stopped, you
MPAA, like the RIAA, faced the rather probably don't have much to worry about.
tricky problem in deciding who to go af The media companies aren't searching
ter. Thus far, the general strategy has been your computer, and there is no way cur
to sue those who provide the files for oth rently known for them to find out what
ers to download, rather than the you have on your hard disk without you
downloaders themselves. There are a telling them. Thus, if these companies
didn't catch you when you downloaded
couple of reasons for this.
First, the way the copyright law is the files originally, then they can't catch
phrased, it is easier to go after the indi you now and deleting all of your old mp3s
vidual for infringement who has posses won't do much other than assuage your
sion of the song and is causing it to be guilty conscience.
If you are still illegally download
copied (the uploader) rather than the one
to whom the song is being given (the ing files off of Kazaa, Grokster, or any
other filing sharing services, then you
downloader).
Second, the two trade groups rec should probably give some thought to
ognize that more people download files stopping. This is even truer if you share
than share files. Thus, they hope that by your files with others on the internet, in
chopping off the snake's head, they can stead of just downloading them. It is this
stop file sharing far faster than by suing sharing that the media companies have
the individual downloaders. This strat- chosen to target, and what accounts for
egy may well succeed, since much of the the majority of the suits.

Making Florida Look
Good
After being blamed for the results
of this year's election by at least ten
people, I started thinking about Ohio and
all the craziness that comes out of that
state. I spent the past four years at Case
Western Reserve University in beautiful
Cleveland, Ohio (the "Mistake on the
Lake"). Although Cleveland was very
similar to my hometown of Buffalo, New
York—they're both old steel towns on
Lake Erie with disappointing sports
teams—Ohio and New York couldn't be

fishtailing on dirt while going 70+ miles
per hour.
The true highlight of the weekend
came after my first dirt road experience.
Since there's nothing to do in the middle
of nowhere other than speed on dirt roads
and tip over cows, we went to the mall.
Inside the mall was a store that I had never
before seen in a mall: Kmart. That's right,
the big K, as the anchor store of a mall.
After hesitantly admitting I'd never been
in a Kmart (yes I've been in Wal-Mart,

The Computer Guy

Interested in Writing for the next edition of the

Nota Bene.7
The Nota Bene is looking for submissions,
including news articles, op-ed pieces and letters
to the editor.
No Experience Necessary; lLs Welcome
If interested, send an e-mail to
notabene@law.gwu.edu

KAREN MORGAN

Alice in IE Land
different.
My first clue about Ohio's inner cra
ziness was on road trip to Florida during
my freshmen year. On the way back to
Ohio, we started playing a fun game
called "Mullet Watch" every time we
stopped for gas. The basic premise of the
game was that you counted how many
people within sight had mullets and how
many people had regular haircuts. We
thought we peaked in Alabama, where
we saw a fifty-fifty ratio of mullets to nonpiullets (six of each); however, just out
side of Cincinnati, we saw the holy grail
of Mullet Watch—nine mullets, includ
ing three she-mullets, and only three nonmullets. To top off the experience, one
of the non-mullets was a rat tail, whose
category we debated for over an hour.
The fact that mullets were predomi
nant anywhere in Ohio scared me—I
thought "business in the front, party in
the back" haircuts had officially been
banned by the time I reached middle
school. However, Ohio just can't seem
to let go of the mullet.
Sophomore year of college, I expe
rienced my first true taste of rural Ohio.
A friend of mine found out I had never
been on a dirt road (other than in a park,
which they said didn't count). Strangely
enough, I have always lived in places
where the roads are paved. So, my friend
brought me back to his hometown in
southern Ohio to rectify this inadequacy
in my life experience.
Three hours later, we finally arrived
at his place. Although his house was per
fectly nice, it was overrun by knickknacks. I had a nightmare while I was
there about an old wagon wheel and six
wicker baskets plotting world domina
tion. The next morning, we went for a
legendary drive down a dirt road, and I
can honestly say there's nothing quite like

and Target is amazing), my friend liter
ally dragged me into the store. I'm sure
there are some Kmarts that are perfectly
fine, but this one seemed to be covered in
a thin layer of grime; I felt physically dirty
by the time I escaped.
In case tales of mullets, dirt roads,
and Kmart malls aren't enough for you,
please consider for a moment three of the
most famous politicians Ohio has pro
duced in recent years: Dennis Kucinich,
James Traficant, and Jerry Springer.
Dennis Kucinich, the country's
least-known candidate for the Demo
cratic Presidential nomination in 2004,
gives blind hope new meaning. During
the primaries, Kucinich tried to appeal to
the many Americans enthralled by real
ity television by going on a blind date with
the woman who won "Who Wants to Be
a First Lady?"
James Traficant was member of the
US House of Representatives, until he
was kicked out in 2002 following a felony
conviction for taking bribes, racketeering,
filing false tax returns, and even making
his aides do chores at his farm in Ohio. I
have a feeling that when his aides applied
for the job, they were unaware that they'd
end up cleaning horse stalls and baling
hay. Traficant was also well known for
saying "beam me up" in the middle of
speeches on the floor of the house.
Then there's Jerry Springer, the boy
mayor of Cincinnati and rising political
star—that is, until the whole prostitute
scandal. Now, he's turned scandal into
an art form on everyone's favorite televi
sion show.
Really, Ohio? The most important
election of our lives comes down to a state
of mullets, dirt roads, snow, poor sports
teams, and the country's most random
assortment of politicians. Ohio, you
make Florida look good.
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Victims of Mathematics
For most of the lLs, last week was for the next stage), you can take some worth less than 50% of the total grade in
the first real experience with grading here solace in the fact that, first, these grades a Pass/Fail course. In other words, the
at law school. This does not, of course, don't count for much and second, it adjunct isn't going to fail or Low Pass
include the part-time, or "freak" lLs. doesn't necessarily mean that you're you unless you screw up in a rather spec
Still, for the vast majority of us, the long dumb. Doing some
tacular way, so who
dreaded return of our first memos quick computations, it
cares?
coupled with the midterm exam exposed seems that if the lowest
The next stage is
something I think we've all been fearing. grade on the midterm is
my personal favorite:
At least 50% of us are below aver a C, and a C is about a
bargaining. At some
age. And, in a strange coincidence, about 75, and the midterm is
point in our lives, I think
half of us are in that 50%.
worth 15%, then the dif
we've all tried out some
Now, we've all read the" study from
ference between a C and
Simpsons-style bargain
a few years ago where something like 80% an A+ is exactly 3.75
ing ("Lord, if you give
of people thought they were of above points on the final grade.
me what I want, I prom
average intelligence. And we all had a Which, of course, makes
ise to recommend you to
good laugh at those people's expense the whole ex-am an exer
all my friends"), with
RICH COWELL
(Quick, future lawyers: what percentage cise in inflicting terror on
some mixed results.
of them were wrong?). Still, about half us. Still, it at least served
Sure, that red-haired girl
of us will now have to come to the terri the purpose of acclimat
went out with me in
fying conclusion that we might not be ing us to the whole
high school, but on the
smarter than average after all. I've de mixed bag of taking law
other hand, Harvard
cided to help all those poor below aver school exams: the time pressure, the ob
Law was not swayed by
age 1 Ls come to grips with this fact.
noxious seat neighbors, the skill of some the holy concierge. Still, we've got three
Grief, as we all know, comes in how getting through all the insanely long likely targets to hit up for some quid pro
stages. The first stage- is denial, followed questions, and, of course, the necessity quo.
by anger, bargaining, depression and fi of bringing your floppy drive.
First, as described above, God. The
nally, according to the Internet, porn. I
There,
^
problem
you
think all of us, even those with above av now
here is that
Popular culture has lead us to believe we really
erage grades, could use a little help work should be
ing through the stages (except those who out of denial
don't have
that Satan is heavily involved in the
got A's; those people should drop out of and into an
anything
law; I'm convinced he invented Torts. he wants.
school and become waiters).
ger. You're
Denial will be your natural reaction probably anI've met a
when faced with a bad grade. Let's get gry at a lot of people: yourself, the pro good number of people here, and let me
all this out of the way first. The profes fessor, Tony Blair. But before you unleash tell you, your souls really aren't worth
sor did not somehow misspell "A" as "B- your murderous rage, take a minute to rec anything. We all know that God's really
Nor did she attach that obnoxious ognize again exactly how little that grade busy altering the outcomes of sporting
guy's grade to your test by accident. No, means. We've already discussed the to events (who could've guessed that God
my dim-witted friend, you've earned it.
tal irrelevance of the midterm, now let's had money on the Patriots all year?), and
Now before you get angry (save that think about the memo. The memo is if he isn't going to use some divine inter

Post Hoc, Ergo
Propter Hoc

vention to help out my fantasy football
team, he probably isn't going to get off
his cloud for your piddling little grade.
Second is, of course, Satan. Popu
lar culture has lead us to believe that Sa
tan is heavily involved in the law; I'm
convinced he invented Torts. The big
problem here, of course, is most of us al
ready owe Satan our souls.
Finally, you could try your profes
sor. I'm guessing, though, that he's not
going to be happy about being your third
choice (after all, professors here have
more control over your future than Satan
or God), and you're not going to get any
where.
So, having exhausted all of our bar
gaining options, that leaves us in the
fourth stage: depression. Most law stu
dents I've met treat depression—as well
as euphoria, malaise, and sleepiness—
with, ironically, a depressant. Now drink
ing your problems away sounds like the
ideal solution, and it probably is, but be
careful, you don't want to wake up with
a hangover. And by a "hangover," I mean
chained to a tractor by some deranged
farmer deep in the mountains of West
Virginia. We've all been there, man, and
it's just not a good way to greet the morn
ing.
By now you should have reached
acceptance. Sure, maybe you didn't get
the grade you wanted, but it doesn't mat
ter. The grades we've got so far won't
make any difference in our lives at all.
Nope, the real dream-shattering blows
won't happen until finals.
Finals start in four weeks.

afraid.

Register for the
66

2005 McKenna Long & Aldridge
Gilbert A. Cuneo" Government Contracts
Moot Court Competition
Obtain 1-hour credit
At least $1,500 Available in Prize Money

Top 10-15% of Competitors Invited to Join Moot Court BoardPost-Competition
Reception at McKenna Long & Aldridge
Great networking opportunity
No Government Contracts experience required!!
First Round: March 19, 2005 (GW Law School)
Semi-Final Round: April 2, 2005 (GW Law School)
Final Round: TBA (U.S. Court of Federal Claims)
For more information, please contact:
David Chung or Meghan DiPerna
dchung@law.gwu.edu or mdiperna@law.gwu.edu Co-Chairs,
Government Contracts Moot Court Competition
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Life in the Law School Jungle
"I was born and raised with croco
diles; they are a piece of cake. But kids
are so ... unpredictable."
- Steve Irwin, "Crocodile Hunter"
Law school is a jungle. You've got
lions, tigers, monkeys, iguanas, hyenas,
hippos, gazelles, and the whole rest of the
animal kingdom. We all interact with one
another; we all interplay in the vast forest
we sometime call Lerner (or Burns or
Stockton if you head to the north or west
ern parts of the jungle). Wherever the
location, our jungle has its lions and its
little squirrels.
Law School is like the wild. And in
the wild, tigers and leopards chase the
gazelles and the herd moves in one gigan
tic symphony as the big cats chase them.
Move left, the herd thunders right.
Pounce and they run to the watering hole.
You have the choice, you can be the herd
or you can move the herd. And don't be
that weak gazelle because we've all seen
what happens to him on national geo
graphic.
That's law school. A gigantic inter
play between the lions and the gazelles.
Nobody seems to have all the an
swers. Everyone has their own style hornbooks, canned outlines, BarBri study
sessions, or your own notes. Everyone
keeps looking for the golden key, the Holy
Grail, and the perfect study tool. For that
very reason, we keep wondering if the
next guy has this whole thing figured out.
Should I study for 46 hours per day
until finals hit or should I wait until after
Thanksgiving to crack the sample tests?
Do commercial outlines work? Should
you type or handwrite your essays?
Should I begin training my body to live

on a single hour of sleep per night?
If one of those "smart kids" on the
Law Review came to me and said, "Eric,
I've found that studying with non-restric
tive clothing like sweatpants has been the
key to my success because it provides me
more focus during my exams," you'd see
me buck naked at the info desk reading
for Evidence. I'm not a proud man - not
proud at
all.
Out
of
that
lack
of
p r i d e
came the
reality
that no

said. "So you know what I say? I tell
them, 'Wow, I only had to read it once you didn't think it was pretty basic?'"
Now that's intimidation. I'm sure
all the smart kids are lining up to be in
Josh's study group.
That's another thing - study groups.
I remember during my first year that some
people asked me during orientation if I
wanted to
be in their
s t u d y

won't read until second semester, putting
a minimum of seven, color-coded PostIts on each page, and frantically scribbling
notes on every inch of white space within
the book.
If someone asks me a question, I
say, 'Hold on a second, I've got to pre
pare for an interview with Debra Norville
tonight on the Scott Peterson case - I'm
just filling in for Turley tonight' and look
pensively off into space as I pretend to
recite something.
g r o u p .
I fake-type so furiously on my
Who are laptop during class that it makes me
y
o
u sweat, but the kicker is when I wipe off
people? I my forehead with my matching sweath a d n ' t
bands - this is downright horrifying for
e v e n
the people still using pens and paper for
o
n
e
bought my their notes. Yesterday, I began ask people
knows the
books and what day of the week it is because "they
right anp e o p l e just seem to run together since I've been
s w e r .
want to sip getting so little sleep studying."
A n d ,
sodas and
I bust out my Law in a Flash cards
when in
discuss ju as I'm walking to class and take my
doubt,
risdiction. casebooks into the bathroom. That's
ERIC KOESTER
you need
Give me a right: he who intimidates move the herd
to
do
break. I and I've got myself a big ol' mane of lion
what I do:
wish I'd hair.
Intimidate the hell out of everyone just calmly look back and said, "Thanks,
Does intimidation work? Probably
else.
but we put our group together last year not, because I'll just wind up scaring the
Rather than be intimidated; intimi before we were even admitted. It's great, smart kids into working harder. Then
date. Don't be the weak monkey - be my entire study group moved out here in that'll just screw up the curve for the rest
the puma. Shake your lion's mane and June and we've been preparing for our of us. But it's awfully fun trying.
say, "You haven't taken any sample tests finals ever since. I think they grade this
So lLs, the next time someone asks
yet?" Be the leopard that moves the herd thing on a curve, so best of luck to you." if you are going to bar review some
and ask a question in class that references Intimidation may not win you many Thursday night, just look them in the eye
a case in chapter 6 when you're only on friends, but it'll definitely influence and say, "Bar Review? Are you kidding
chapter 2. Trick everyone else into think people.
me, the Law Review competition is in

Badgering the Witness

ing you have it all under control.

"I hate it when those people tell me,
'Yeah, I read the case three times and I
still didn't understand it,"' my friend Josh

Before classes started this year, I

March and I still feel totally unprepared!"

went to Office Max and bought the
Grande pack of highlighters and Post-It
notes. I'm already highlighting cases we

As a wise man once sqid, "He who
intimidates, litigates." Get yourself that
gazelle!

I Need a Boy Like You Like a Hole in My Head
I have a confession. It's not a terri
bly steamy confession because, unfortu
nately, I didn't get the memo that the
Halloween Party was meant to be mind
blowing sex night, I just thought I was
supposed to get too drunk and embarrass
myself again so I went that route instead.
Besides, it's much more fun and less dan
gerous to live vicariously through my
friends and roommate. But I digress.
If you know me at all, my confes
sion is something you've probably figured
out on your own. But here goes anyway:
I have a penchant for [jerks]. And I at
tract them like a fish to water, so it all
works out very well, in a not working at
all kind of way.
In high school, I was more cogni-\
zant of my attraction to guys who were
blatant [jerks]. They were the popular
jocks, cocky and cruel, and I was still re
covering from the Sarah Slime fiasco that
was middle school (thank you, Garbage
Pail Kids). We ran with different crowds
and I never really believed that those
crushes would work out, so it never re
ally hurt when they didn't.
Unfortunately, those early crushes
paved the way for the pattern of [jerks]
that has predominated my dating history
since. These latter [jerks] are the pseudonice guys; the ones that make you fall for
them and fall hard before they let their
true colors show. They are the guys who
you would consider safe, who always have
the right lines, who will one day cuddle
with you and talk about what you should

name your future children, and the next attractive, witty girl would subject herself
avoid you in the hallways.
to this kind of disparaging treatment. In
I thought I had recovered from my a moment of poor-me self-pity, I thought
[jerk] addiction after a particularly pain it was because I truly believed I didn't de
ful experience last spring, bukl recently serve any better. Yeah, that's crap. I
realized that was untrue. I was speaking know I deserve better. More than that, I
to someone who basically said, "I like know my fellow [jerk] enthusiasts deserve
you but I'm a [jerk]; I'm not going to call better.
I think the answer, then, is not that
you; I'm going to treat you like crap, and
we're not going to have anything re [jerk] enthusiasts are the self-esteemless
motely resembling a relationship." And chicas, but that they fall into at least one
of two categories:
I thought, wow,
challenge seekers and
you're hot. And
commitment-phobes.
that's when I realized
Sure, we all love chal
my penchant was a
lenges. That's why we
problem.
[Jerks] are like a
play the stupid games
like not returning
badly mixed drink.
phone calls and all
The first sip's okay, if
those other things we
a little too sweet, but
do to pretend we are
as you work your way
SARAH H ENSLEY
not interested when
to the bottom, you get
we really are. But
to the cheap liquor
[jerk] enthusiasts
and only a whole
aren't satisfied with
lotta sheer will will
force those last sips down. A smarter the typical drama and games that define
person will cut her losses and ditch the high school, I mean law school, "relation
drink. Not a [jerk] enthusiast! She sticks ships"; we seek something a little more
around just to see how badly it will all impossible. It makes the reward—those
turn out. It's funny that the memory of sweet, sweet un-[jerk]-like moments that
those sweet sips—the compliment he are few and very far between—all that
gave you, the two-hour phone conversa much more thrilling.
tion you had once, the fact that Gone with
As for category number two ... I
the Wind is his favorite movie of all-time suppose it may seem strange to say some
too—somehow balances out the cruelty one who is actively pursuing boys, dat
ing, and stressing over them is "commit
of the bottom dregs.
One has to wonder why a smart, ment-phobic." G-d knows I've whined

Sexless In The City

much more than my fair share over the
past few months about wanting babies
and a husband and to just settle down.
But the truth is, I am so far from ready to
do that, it's not even funny. I can't even
commit to taking a bar, never mind com
mitting to a man and a child (or three).
Liking people who I know I have no
chance of a future with is just one more
way that I avoid making the kinds of se
rious decisions people have to make when
they wake up and realize that law school's
over in seven months and it's time to face
the big bad world again.
Unfortunately for me, I go one step
further and sabotage potentially success
ful relationships before they can ever get
their feet off the ground. If I meet a nice
guy, I make him my friend, and therefore
automatically untouchable, or I bring up
babies and marriage, or I write mean
things about him in my column, or I come
up with some other way to make sure I
can reject him before I risk actually risk
ing something serious. I suppose, in
theory, one day I'll be ready for something
more than I have been up until now, and
maybe then the [jerks] will start staying
away. And maybe by being so closed off
to real possibilities and opportunities, I'm
being a bit of a [jerk] too. After all, we
reap what we sow.
I guess what it comes down to is
this: the types of people we like say as
much about where we are in life, and
what we want, as they say about them
selves.
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And

Lived
TheyHappily
Ever After...

"Moral Issues" and the
Election

BY ANTHONY MARCAVAGE
Immediately following George W. healthcare, pursuing a protectionist trade
Staff Writer
Bush's re-election victory, the sages on the policy, or withdrawing from Iraq in far
political pages began engaging in the only vor of the U.N. More laughable would
Moments after John Kerry con- of the United States as an "Enlightened
two results of this election that were pre- be the suggestion that such moves would
dictable before the votes were cast. They be cheered by the big three network news ceded defeat to President Bush, Demo- nation."
crat pundits began the search for answers.
Though Wills exaggerates, he is
started consulting their Tarot cards to organizations or the New York Times,
discern the candidates in 2008, and ofWe could expect federal funding for How could such an ineffectual president both right and wrong. He is right that
fering advice about the absolute necessity embryonic stem-cell research to begin im- win reelection? How could Bush survive the United States has veered from the
of reaching out, moving to the center, and mediately, the repeal of the Mexico City a sluggish economy, huge deficits, an un- Enlightenment values of its founders, but
seeking bipartisanship.
policy, and an aggressive search for Su- popular war, and his own personal divi- wrong that the paradigm shift is solely
Identifying "Candidate '08" can preme Court Candidates who pass the siveness? Why couldn't John Kerry capi- the result of Christian fundamentalism,
talize on these glaring weaknesses? The
Americans divide is a result of both
wait till next week. More interesting are Roe litmus test.
the impulses behind the Rodney King apThose who opposed Kerry oppose pedestrian answer that many Democrats groups taking opposite paths away from
proach to national party
all of these vehemently. have accepted is that evangelical Chris- their common Enlightenment heritage,
politics.
rr—I
Would Kerry supporters tians voted in record numbers to oppose Wills is correct to point out that some
evangelicals (but hardly all) reject scienThe reasons beDAVID M CALPINE
endorse retreat on these gay marriage.
This
is
a
convenient
answer.
Untific knowledge in favor of revealed reli
or other issues imporhind this advice are
RwHt AtlSWCY
able
to
blame
Ralph
Nader,
the
Supreme
gion,
often amalgamating both into
largely tactical. Among
—
tant to them in the inCourt,
voter
disenffanchisement,
or
the
pseudo-scientific
formulations of "ChrisDemocrats, the hard-core Left believes terest of bipartisanship?
Electoral
College
for
their
defeat,
Demotian"
or
"Creation"
science. In this way,
that, by positioning themselves as devoFor most of our history, the concrats
have
returned
to
a
more
reliable
some
evangelicals
have
rejected the Entees of bipartisanship, they can blame elusion of a presidential election camboogeyman:
The
evangelical
Christian.
lightenment
confidence
in science and
their recourse to shrill vitriol on the Presi- paign has not ushered in an "Era of Good
By
blaming
the
irrational,
bigoted,
empiricism
that
thankfully
remains the
dent and his party. Conservative and Feeling." Indeed, the period from roughly
fundamentalist,
southern
and
Midwestnorm
in
Western
society,
moderate Democrats believe that a genu- 1815 to 1825 which bears that moniker is
F o r
ine effort at conciliation is the only way one of those rare periods in American his- e r n h i c k f o r
Bush's
re,
„
.
,
.
their
part,
for them to maintain any influence in the tory when partisanship took an extended
e
l
e
c
t
i
o
n
,
"
T
h
e
y
c
a
n
r
e
s
t
s
o
u
n
d
l
y
i
n
t
h
e
i
r
h
o
w
e
ver,
coming years. And for a much smaller holiday.
group, they really mean it.
Flush with victory after the War of n o r t h e a s t nobility and tolerance, taking comfort the post
For Republicans, the reasons are 1812, the country was content to coast e r n l i b e r a l s f a f a f a j a c t f a f a a s S c h i l l e r p u t i t ,
modern
J
'
r •>
secular
similar. For the hard Right, the rhetoric along, largely undisturbed by social con- a r e a b l e t o
'with stupidity the gods themselves
crowd has
of bipartisanship will provide evidence in ditions that today we would not sit still preserve
also
re~
support of their, "We tried" defense when for and which, inevitably, led to the Civil their elitism
contend in vain."'
.
from
the
jected
its
the charges of partisanship start flying. War.
taint
of
any
EnlightenAs with the Dems, there are among the
No, the way forward in our society
Republicans the power-sharers and, is to present to the people competing personal failing. They can rest soundly ment heritage. The founders were not
frankly, the "RINOs" (Republicans in views of the world, let them decide which in their nobility and tolerance, taking simply men of science, but morally seriname only).
they prefer, and then vest the winner with comfort in that fact that, as Schiller put ous individuals who championed an ethWere the advice simply that the the power to govern. Using this ap- it, "with stupidity the gods themselves ics that emphasized moderation, virtue,
harsh rhetoric should be toned down and proach, the majority of Americans has contend in vain."
patriotism, and traditional Christian valthat simple courtesy and civility should made a clear choice in an election that
Of course, where there is smoke ues (if not theology). The culture emreign, it would be advice worth heeding, offered diametrically opposed views.
there is fire. Exit polls indicated that braced by some post-modern secularists
The sometimes vicious rhetoric employed
Surely the Democrats will do their twenty percent of voters cited "moral is- is a clear rejection of that ethos. Its obduring the campaign is the stuff that can best to obstruct as would the Republicans sues" as their priority at the ballot box, a session with individualism over commulead to perwere
the slightly higher plurality than those citing nity, hyper-sexuality over temperance,
sonal
aniroles
re- terrorism, Iraq, or the economy. Cou- materialism over moderation, and namosities that
"So expect the Conservative Right
versed. Each pling such polls with the existence of 11 tional guilt is anathema to Enlightenment
Slde wil1 up" successful state ballot initiatives banning morality.
might serit() pursue fa goals with
ously impede
hold
its gay marriage, Democrats are right to
And there we have our divide. Both
determination
progress on
pledge
to claim that the issue played a role in this sides claim to be the true heirs to the
important is"fight" for its election. But was it a decisive role?
American founding, but both selectively
sues on which there is no particular ideo constituents, and so it should. To pre
Possibly. In a close election, one interpret it to support their respective idelogical divide.
tend otherwise would be silly.
can cite any motivating issue as decisive, ologies.
In the days following the election,
Continued aggressive engagement and gay marriage is no exception. But it
The role of "moral issues" in last
for example, students at GW Law were on the issues provides a pressure-release is a mistake to equate the importance of week's election is born of this cultural
overheard in public areas of the school valve that helps stave off recourse to vio- "moral issues" solely with gay marriage clash. Evangelicals came out in record
discussing, in hopeful terms, the prospects lence. And it is the desire to co-exist with- or abortion, as many Democrats have numbers to vote for the president, not simof the President being shot. One student out violence that led to the form of gov- done in their effort to paint evangelicals ply because they oppose gay marriage, but
found that thought objectionable only ernment we enjoy,
as bigoted.
because they rightfully feel their culture
because it would result in a Cheney PresiRegrettably, staving off civil vioIn reality, the importance of "moral is under siege by a media dominated by
dency.
lence is not the cardinal virtue to the most issues" to this ejection illustrates a more the post-modem secularists,
One group of law students batted vociferous Bush haters. Even among us fundamental and intangible divide in the
Unlike Howard Dean, Michael
about in playful tones the prospect of a here at GW, there are those who would electorate: The existence of two domi- Moore, and the scores of celebrities that
terrorist attack on the White House. One undoubtedly endorse recourse to violence nant and incompatible climates of opin- supported the Democratic ticket, I do not
suggested that only a particular portion rather than the implementation of poli- ion within American society.
think John Kerry represented the type of
of that national treasure should be de- cies endorsed by the Right. The passions
The first of these is the post-mod- cultural assault feared by evangelicals,
stroyed. Another said the whole thing of such people are enflamed by over- ern secularism thriving in the northeast However, by surrounding himself with
should go. "We can start over," she de- heated rhetoric, and for that reason, we and on the Pacific coast. The second, such surrogates, it is no surprise that
clared. Such talk is much worse than un- should all work to promote our ideas in flourishing in the American south and evangelicals considered the outcome of
helpful.
thoughtful, forceful yet civil prose.
heartland, is evangelical Christianity, this election fundamental to their preserNevertheless, to the extent the call
So expect the Conservative Right to This ideological competition extends far vation.
for bipartisanship is aimed at counseling pursue its goals with determination, beyond the scope of gay marriage and
Democrats, therefore, are faced
the victor not to purposefully pursue the Those in opposition can be expected to abortion, and includes such foundational with a decision. They can continue to
initiatives for which he has just cam- continue to thwart what they can and issues such as the relevancy of God and blame their troubles on the exaggerated
paigned and on the basis of which he has plan their next campaign. But don't ex- religion, the general state of American xenophobia of middle America, rationalbeen elected, it is advice most wisely ig- pect President Bush and the Republicans culture, and questions of freedom and izing their defeats by asserting a moral
nored. It would be, perhaps, the only call to abandon their priorities,
authority.
superiority based solely on the wedge isfor unilateral disarmament that one could
Many of those priorities are rooted
Last week in the New York Times, sues of gay marriage and abortion. Or,
imagine a newly elected President Kerry in deeply held convictions and are non- historian Gary Wills described Bush's they can enter a period of self-examinaopposing.
negotiable. This campaign reinforced the reelection as "the day the Enlightenment tion, during which they should ask
It is inconceivable that John Kerry famous maxim that "politics ain't bean- went out." He argued -that the Republi- whether the moral relativism of their left,
and his constituents would be persuaded bag." But it gave us no reason to expect can Party's dependence on evangelical their marriage to Hollywood and celebto hedge on raising taxes on the "rich," that campaigns for the presidency result Christians who often favor faith-based rity, and their elitism were more of a
expanding the government's role in in fairytale endings.
belief over empirical data marks the end "moral issue" than gay marriage.
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OPINIONS
Letters To The Editor
Dear Editor,
Contrary to the views of David
McAlpine author of the article Catholic
Republicans, it is by no means clear that
Republican candidates are the most com
mitted to the Catholic Culture of Life.
While the Church's teachings are explicit
on abortion, so too does the Culture of
Life include a staunch opposition to the
death penalty, except in rare cases, and a

strong condemnation of the United
States' preemptive invasion of Iraq. On
these issues, President George W. Bush
defies the Church's teachings. While each
person's political decision is their own
regardless of their religious beliefs, this
decision for Catholics is not as simple as
Mr. McAlpine would have us believe.
- Margaret Williams, 3L
Emily Seymour, 3L

Look on the Bright Side
BY MARCUS EHRLANDER

Opinions Editor

For a moment on election night,
even after it looked like Ohio was going
red, I thought things might not actually
turn out so bad.
I had had the thought previously;
even in the month leading up to Tuesday,
I had found it too convenient to call this
the most important election of our life
times. Sure, the philosophical differences
between the two candidates are particu
larly stark this year. And indeed, certain
issues, like who will replace our aging
Supreme Court, have taken on even
graver importance.
Nevertheless, I think there's a case
to be made that the most important elec
tion of our lives was not 2004, though it
might have been 2000, before any of us
had any clue what was at stake.
Before 9 / 1 1 , we had the options
before us of whether to take terrorism
seriously as a threat. With A1 Gore in
the White House, maybe someone would
have met with Richard Clarke and rec
ognized the looming threat from A1
Qaeda.
Then after 9/11, the good will of
the world was still in our hands to squan
der. We had the choice of whether to
obscure and disrupt the war on terror by
going into Iraq. And we had the option
through it all of whether to pay for our
choices now, or to wrap the costs around
the necks of future generations.
As George Bush made disastrous
decision after disastrous decision, we
worked ourselves up into thinking that
with the country in such upheaval, things
have never been as critical as the decision
we make now. And the focus was justi
fied, but it also overlooked a basic point.
The worst things tend to happen
when you're sleeping, not when you're
wide awake.
It's nice to think the most impor
tant decisions are made with all the ar
guments on the table. But when every
one is focused on a particular issue, we
are much less likely to get hoodwinked
with a use of force resolution or a Pa
triot Act, which as Michael Moore
pointed out, nobody read. The critical
moments in history often are the ones that
arise unexpectedly, not the ones for which
we engage our resources to prepare.
The election itself this year almost
makes the point. With all the problems
of 2000, and the nation only more divided
and galvanized now, the general assump
tion was that the election this year must
be all the more chaotic. Yet, somehow, it
came and it went without any huge prob
lems.
Sadly, all those Democratic lawyers
who could have given us our President
A1 Gore, couldn't do a thing to help John
Kerry.
Indeed, when expectations become

astronomical, either for greatness or di
saster, we too easily forget that anticli
max is more often than not the result.
Now, you may think I'm being dis
ingenuous in trying to come up with
something positive to say. It may occur
to you that the only reason I'm trying to
write something conciliatory is because
when I focus on the negative I don't even
know what to say. But never mind that.
We can still be optimistic. In a flash
of hope late on election night, it occurred
to me that the Bush administration may
not care if it runs the country into the
ground with its belligerent policies; but
that also isn't necessarily their agenda.
Bush had a specific goal to remake Iraq
like he felt his father should have, and to
try to prove that tax cuts are a panacea
for everything.
Yet, at its heart, the Bush adminis
tration is utterly political. It continues to
cut taxes during war time not because it
thinks it is responsible. No economist
thinks that it is. It badgers our European
allies not because it thinks it is good di
plomacy, but because Bush knows he can
pick up votes that way in the swing states.
Having won reelection, however,
Bush may now lack some of his original
motive to sell out our country for politi
cal gain.
Possibly, just possibly, with reelec
tion no longer an issue, George Bush will
try putting the nation's interests into his
calculations. Of course, he might just try
to turn us into a theocracy, and that
would be interesting too. But presumably
in his second term, Karl Rove will no
longer be the driving force in the White
House.
The talk about the "political capi
tal" Bush intends to spend admittedly isn't
encouraging. Bush may have won reelec
tion, but it certainly wasn't by gaining
wide support for his performance.
The nearly 56 million people who
came out to vote for Bush's opponent are
more than had ever voted for any presi
dential candidate in history. The mar
gin, by any standard other than 2000, was
extremely close, with the difference hing
ing again on one very close state.
Listening to Bush so far, and look
ing at the electoral map, one has to won
der whether we aren't on the verge of
becoming the kind of country our forefa
thers fled from when they came to found
this great nation of freedom, liberty, and
protecting the rights of minorities from
the tyranny of the majority.
But who knows? Maybe George
Bush has simply been waiting for reelec
tion in order to turn into the moderate
he was as governor of Texas. After all, if
he wants to pave the way for a Republi
can successor, he has to at least leave
some taxes to cut, and some Middle East
ern countries to invade.

Board Editorial
We really didn't want to write about common refrain throughout the school in
the elections. After reading dozens of the aftermath of the exit polling resonated
editorials and blogs and being privy to shock at the realization that so many
numerous discussions and arguments in other people - about 51% of the country
the law school lounges we thought that - feel just as passionately about very dif
further dialogue on this topic was unnec ferent ideas.
essary.
But whether you agree with
But one can't get away from it. Tuesday's results or you don't, giving up
Whether you spent most of November 3rd on the country as a whole or sabotaging
researching legal ways to immigrate to the other side will never be the answer.
Canada or toasting four more years of However angry, upset, and dumbfounded
Bush, the reality remains the same: for (or happy, elated, and jubilant) we may
the next four years, and for the rest of find ourselves at the prospect of four more
our lives, we are going to have to live side years of President Bush, we as law stu
by side, shoulder to shoulder, with the re dents are in one of the best positions to
sults of this election and with other do something about what our future
Americans who strongly disagree with us holds!
on many
What
points of
"••
we learn in
life and law.
our three
"No one really believes that 49% of
I
n
years here
this year's voters will really move to
particular,
is proof
for at least
Canada (unless the draft is ree n o u g h
the remain
t h a t
instituted, of course). "
der of our
change is
law school
possible.
careers we
That even
are going to have to live with those on the most invidious persecution, firmly
the other side of the aisle who attend GW, embraced by more than half the country,
in whatever quantity they may be found. can become a tradition of the past. That
It should come as no surprise to anyone the oral and written advocacy skills so
who witnessed the large dark cloud that pertinent to our legal careers can be ap
seemed to hang over the law school last plied to broader social causes and to im
Wednesday that the majority of our stu proving communication and understand
dents supported John Kerry. It is also not ing between polarized nations and
surprising that, for that reason, those who peoples. That the worst thing we can do
rooted for George W. Bush had to do so is give up, throw up our hands, and run
quietly within the confines of our educa for the border.
tional institution.
No one really believes that 49% of
It did surprise us, however, to dis this year's voters will really move to
cover that some of our colleagues - fel Canada (unless the draft is re-instituted,
low law students - could not rise to the of course). The real problem for America
occasion and respect the differences of will come if its best and brightest see that
opinion in the student body. A friend had as the only viable option. The next four
his Bush/ Cheney sticker ripped from his years present a golden opportunity for all
locker door. Another friend commented of us, on either side of the aisle, to work
that he'd never seen someone treated as on reducing the polarization within the
so much of a pariah as a girl wearing a nation in order to benefit all of this
Republican T-shirt on the law school country's citizens. As we head towards
stairs on Election Day.
graduation (some sooner than others), we
Certainly, many of us passionately should keep in mind all that our diploma
feel our political convictions. The most really stands for.
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ODDS AND ENDS
The Soft Lounge

by Frank Lattuca
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Scorpio
(Oct. 24—Nov. 21 )
When your NPR m ug finally shows up, it will make y ou question
whether it was worth the $200 donation.
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"If a Tree Falls.."
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By Ed Canty
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3 Author Jong
4 Oxygen holders
5 Protractor findings
6 Unforeseen trouble
7 Yin's other half
8
pound weakling
9 Wear away
10 Fallen tree's computer i.d.?
11 Scent
12 Fruit with fuzzy skin
13 Lodgings
21 Bowl or County
25 Bragger's issue
27 Gentleman's address
28 Tree creature
30 Geometry answer
31 Russian ruler
32 Best of 3
(in tennis)
33 Jazz artist Fitzgerald
34 Strove for victory
35 Islamic teacher
36 Fallen tree in math class?
38 Referring to this document
41 Buddy
44 One to Jose

I
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I
53

54
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61

62

65
68

71

48 Artist's workplace
49 Tool that is sharpened
51 German sub
53 Juddor Campbell
54 Wed on the fly
55 Subway fare
56
Mater
57 Saver of pairs
58 Carry
60 Boss's note (abbr.)
61 "Hey you!"
62 Barber's supplies
Quotable Quote
Suburbia is where the
developer bulldozes
out the trees, then
names the streets
after them.

Bill Vaughn

By GFR Associates • PO Box 461 Schenectady, NY 12309 • Visit our web site at www.gfrpuzzles.com

Answer on page 10

Sagittarius
(Nov. 22—Dec. 21)
Don't count on your "lucky hat" to get you through t he Torts exam.
Ever since the Sox won, all superstition bets are off!
Capricorn
(Dec. 22—Jan. 19)
Just when you thought that you were n't going to have to put up
with a bunch of rich, overpaid jerks traveling the country going
back and forth, calling each other names, taking shots on each
other, and getting far too much pr ess ...The NBA seasons started.

Crossword 101
1

1 Actress Garbo
6 Auld Lang
10 Troublesome Norse god
14 Aired again
15 Electrolysis alternative?
16 Another Norse god
17 Human process
18 Part of AD
19 Prom attire
20 Unable to keep up with
orders for fallen trees
22 Eye part
23 Type of surgery
24
ager
26 Disrespectful
29 Tiny fliers
33 Comes before eye
37 Zilch
38 Mr. Ed after too many
takes (of course)
39 Bridal vehicle
40 Feel one's way
42 Pork or poultry
43 1 out of 20,000 for Verne
45 Old sailor
46 Hearing aids
47 Madison Ave. worker
48 Carry clumsily
50 Overwhelming defeat
52 Doctrine
56 Not pro
59 Excessively lazy fallen
tree?
63 Stolen goods
64 Keats' specialties
65 Journalist Alistair
66 High school subj.
67 Goals
68 Drive forward
69 Throat clearing sound
70 Verb for a horn
71 Claims on property
Down
1 Take suddenly
2 Relating to a monarch
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Horoscopes

Aquarius
(Jan. 20—Feb. 18)
You are relieved t o know that your vote for Ralph Nader didn't
affect anything this year, but are struck by the fact that you are
happy th at your vote didn't count.
Pisces
(Feb. 19—March 20 )
You've been asleep in the alley outside of Polyester's since the
Halloween par ty. It's now November. Don't worry, not much has
changed.
Aries
(March 21—April 19)
Your thought that Red states and Blue states should come together
and form Purple states, while a very nice thought, is grounds to be
laughed a t.
Taurus
(April. 20—May 20)
Ironically you w ill end up with one elec toral vote from New M exico.
I have no idea what you should do with it, but you should probably
thank New Mexico.
Gemini

(May 21—June 2 1)
Look you and I both know what you're thinking about, okay?
Just...don't. Okay? I don't want to embarrass you here; you don 't
want to be embarrassed, so just take my advice alright? Don't do
it.
Cancer

(June 22—July 22)
Using "Team America: World Po lice" as the basis of the answer to
the foreign policy question on your International Law test is not a
good idea. It's a great idea.
Leo
(July 23—Aug. 22)
Unfortunately, when you completely panic later this month and you
take all your casebooks, put them back in tha t crate from the
beginning of t he year, walk it over to the Bookstore and say to the
lady behind the counter: "I don't care about the money, jus t make
it all so it never happene d!," she won't be able to help you.
Virgo
(Aug. 23—Sept. 22)
You w ill be upset when you find out that the guy that helps Cart
Lady is actually a GW Law JD that has been helping her out f or 25
years trying to pay down his Access Lo ans.
Libra
(Sept. 23—Oct. 23)
You'll b e pleasantly surprised to find out that you made it into th e
aw Revue show. That good feeling will re cede a little when you fine
out that everyone who auditions makes it into the Law R evue show

